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Kurzfassung

Die Freie-Elektronen-Laser (FEL) mit intensiven und kurzen Röntgenblitzen
ermöglichen erstmals die Abbildung von nicht-kristallinen Nanoteilchen mit einzelnen
Röntgenstrahlungspulsen. Die Probe wird während der Teilchen-Laser-Wechselwirkung
mit Leistungsdichten bis zu 1017 W/cm2 stark ionisiert und explodiert auf einer
schnellen Zeitskala. Deswegen ist der Einfluss des Röntgenlaserblitzes auf Nanoob-
jekte von zentraler Bedeutung für die Qualität der Bilder. Die vorliegende Arbeit
konzentriert sich auf die laserinduzierte Prozesse in der Probe und ihren direkten Ein-
fluss auf das Röntgenstreubild. Signifikante Veränderung der Nanoteilchenstruktur
wurde in dem vorliegenden Experiment bereits unter einer Picosekunde nach dem Ab-
bildungsprozess detektiert. Eine laserinduzierte Strukturveränderung der Probe konnte
aus dem Streubild rekonstruiert werden.
Die Experimente wurden am ersten Laser für harte Röntgenstrahlung, Linac Co-
herent Light Source (LCLS), durchgeführt. Als Probe dienten große Xenoncluster
mit ⟨N⟩ = 105 − 106 Atomen. Die Experimente basieren auf dem zweifarbigen
Pump-Probe-Prinzip bestehend aus einer Komposition aus einem Infrarot-Laserpuls
(IR) mit Leistungsdichten bis zu 1015 W/cm2 und einem FEL-Puls. Im ersten Teil
der Arbeit wurden Xenoncluster zuerst mit dem IR-Laserpuls ionisiert und die an-
schließende Clusterexplosion mit einem verzögerten FEL-Puls abgebildet. Die resul-
tierenden Streubilder zeigten einen Streusignalabfall bereits 250 fs nach der Wech-
selwirkung mit dem FEL. Die modifizierte Clusterstruktur wurde mit Hilfe eines hier
entwickelten inhomogenen Expansionsszenarios rekonstruiert. Im zweiten Teil der Ar-
beit wurde die Pump-Probe-Reihenfolge umgedreht. Zuerst bildete der FEL-Puls die
Cluster ab, die anschließend mit dem intensiven IR-Laserpuls abgetastet wurden. Die
Energieabsorption aus dem Infrarotlaserfeld hängt stark mit der Dichte der Probe
zusammen. Deswegen kann die Explosion eines Nanoteilchens aus den Produkten
der Laser-Probe-Wechselwirkung nachverfolgt werden. In der vorliegenden Studie kon-
nte eine signifikante Explosion des Clusters bereits eine Picosekunde nach dem Abbil-
dungsprozess mit FEL-Leistungsdichten um 1014 − 1017 W/cm2 nachgewiesen werden.
Diese schnelle Expansionszeit wurde mit einem in dieser Arbeit entwickelten Quasi-
Gleichgewichtsmodell bestätigt.
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Abstract

With the advent of the X-ray free electron laser (FEL) technology resulting in ex-
tremely intense and femtosecond short X-ray flashes, the diffraction imaging of non-
periodic nanosamples with a single X-ray FEL pulse is within reach. As all matter,
the nanoparticle irradiated by the intense FEL pulse with power densities up to 1017

W/cm2 is damaged though ionization within femtoseconds and later explodes. Thus,
the resolution and the quality of the X-ray image is limited through the disintegration
of the nanoparticle initiated during the imaging process. The present work explores the
expansion dynamics of the nanosample and the influence of the nanosample damage on
the diffraction image. A significant strucural damage of the nanosample on a sub-ps
time scale was observed. The disintegration of the particle could be reconstructed from
the diffraction pattern.
The experiments were performed at the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS), the first
X-ray FEL. In the present study a two color pump-probe scheme was implemented for
time-resolved experiments on large Xe rare gas clusters with ⟨N⟩ = 105 − 106 atoms as
samples. The work is separated into two parts. In the first part, an IR laser pulse with
up to 1015 W/cm2 power density damaged the clusters and initiated a cluster explosion.
The damage dynamics of the nanosample was imaged by a delayed FEL pulse. The
recorded X-ray scattering pattern showed a signal decrease in high scattering angles
250 fs after the IR laser pulse arrival. The resulting X-ray scattering pattern could be
reconstructed using a non-uniform cluster expansion model developed in the present
work. In the second part, the pump-probe scheme was reversed. The FEL pulse imaged
clusters were probed by the delayed IR laser pulse. The absorption from the IR laser
depends on the expansion stage of the nanosample. Thus, the FEL induced explosion
dynamics could be reconstructed from the IR laser-cluster interaction products. A
significant expansion of the clusters around one picosecond was detected for incident
FEL photon fluxes 1014 − 1017 W/cm2. The expansion time scales were confirmed by
a quasi-equilibrium model developed in this work.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

X-radiation is a form of electromagnetic radiation with a wavelength in the range of 0.01 to
10 nanometers. During the last century, X-rays have been crucial for the basic understanding
of matter. The studies of Laue [121] and Bragg [23] on macroscopic crystals opened the
door to identification of the atomic order on the Å-range. X-ray diffraction on crystalline
samples enabled the determination of the three-dimensional structure and function of many
biological molecules such as the DNA [1]. However, many targets are difficult or impossible
to crystallize. The structure determination of such non-periodic molecules is interesting for
many research fields from living sciences (medicine, biology) to material sciences.

As in conventional pin-hole photography, the detection of a high number of scattered photons
is needed to obtain bright images of certain objects. The photo-signal strength depends
mainly on the photon flux of the light source and the exposure time. The imaging with
X-rays is always accompanied with a certain damage of the sample through ionization. This
damage depends on the radiation dose. If the sample is destroyed before the imaging process is
completed, the resulting snapshot will probably lack intensity and thus, resolution. Therefore,
significant damage of the sample has to be avoided during the required exposure time. The
linear accelerator-based X-ray free electron lasers (FELs) is a unique technique combining
ultra intense flashes with femtosecond pulses lengths (corresponding to short exposure time
for diffraction imaging).

The Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) at SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, located
at Stanford University, is the first hard X-ray FEL, delivering 1012 photons in a single pulse
with durations of 1 to 100 femtoseconds[39]. First single FEL shot imaging experiments have
delivered very promising results for single mesoscopic particles such as large viruses [107] and
biological nanocrystals [29].

In the limit of smaller nanometer-sized samples, which are of central interest, the resolution of
the image will be limited by the X-ray FEL pulse length (corresponding to the exposure time)
and the radiation dose. During the imaging process, the nanosamples as all matter are excited
and ionized by the X-ray FEL pulse. This energy deposition from the FEL pulse results in
the explosion of the particle. Before this structural damage, the removal and delocalization of
previously bound electrons leads to significant electron structure damage on the timescale of
the imaging pulse. Simulations also predict extremely fast structural damage in nanosamples
on time scales below 100 fs [88]. Thus, optimal imaging FEL pulse parameters are currently

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

under intense discussion and little experimental data is available.

The present work focuses on two basic questions crucial for the ultimate X-ray image quality
of non-periodic nanosamples. The first question is how does the sample damage influence
the resulting X-ray diffraction image. In a previous study with LCLS FEL pulses it was
shown, that imaging of periodic structures does not require X-ray pulses shorter than the
onset of structural damage. However, the optimal conditions for single particle diffraction of
non-periodic nanoparticles are still under discussion.

The second question is how does the damage dynamics induced by a single FEL pulse in a
nanosample depend on the radiation dose. Early experiments at LCLS focused on the funda-
mental questions of the interaction between X-ray FEL pulses and atoms [125], [37], [94] or
molecules [69], [42], [13] in a dilute gas. First steps have been taken to perform time-resolved
experiments with an optical and the X-ray laser pulses [52], allowing the investigation of
prepared transient states of matter [32]. In general, X-ray photons eject inner-shell electrons
via photo-ionization. The resulting vacancies are filled by a relaxation cascades mainly by
fast Auger processes (femtoseconds). The extremely high photon flux of the FEL pulse leads
to sequential multi-photon ionization and thus, extremely high ion charge states at the end
of the pulse. However, the timescales of damage dynamics initiated by an intense FEL pulse
in a dense nanosample containing more than thousands atoms are under discussion.

In the present work, imaging experiments are performed on single Xe clusters with 105 − 106

atoms. For the investigation of fundamental laser-matter interaction mechanisms, atomic
clusters are ideal model systems covering meso - to nanoscopic sample scales [33], [122], [19].
They can be produced in a gas phase jet with a controllable size distribution and their simple
electronic structure makes them well accessible for theoretical modeling. The first XUV to
soft X-ray single shot scattering experiments with bright FEL pulses on single Xe clusters
were successfully performed at the Free Electron LAser in Hamburg (FLASH) [18], [96].Large
Xe cluster have a sphere-like shape, which simplifies the interpretation of the X-ray scattering
pattern.

The experiments are based on the two color pump-probe scheme. The Xe clusters are excited
by a combination of a single FEL pulse and an infrared (IR) laser pulse. Both pulse lengths
are similarly ≈ 100 fs short. The FEL pulse hit the cluster with power densities up to 1017

W/cm2 at 0.8 nm wavelength. The IR laser pulse is focused to achieve power densities up to
1015 W/cm2 with a wavelength 800 nm.

The studies are separated into two parts. In the first part, single clusters are damaged by
the intense IR laser pulse and imaged by the delayed FEL pulse. The interaction between
rare gas clusters and intense optical laser pulses has been studied in many experiments [33],
[130], [127]. The intense IR laser pulse ionizes the cluster and thus, transforms the cluster
into an expanding nanoplasma. The IR laser introduced structural damage can be probed
stepwise by a delayed intense FEL pulse. It was found out in the present study, that the
structural damage from interaction with the intense laser pulse has a significant impact on
the brightness and shape of the X-ray scattering pattern. First modifications of the cluster
diffraction image could be identified 250 fs after the IR laser excitation.

In the second part, the pump-probe scheme is reversed. First, the clusters are hit by the
FEL pulse and are probed by the delayed IR laser pulse. The energy absorption from the
subsequent IR laser pulse depends on the density of the nanosample [84], [130], [45]. Max-
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imum coupling is expected in the early stages of the FEL induced explosion. Thus, the
delayed IR laser pulse can be used as an indicator of the nanosample damage evolution in
dependency with the X-ray radiation dose. In the present work, maximum absorption was
detected around 1 ps after the FEL pulse. This signature for a rapid expansion was identified
for a FEL photon flux variation over more than two order of magnitude. The experimental
results suggest, that the first ion movement could be expected already on the time scale of
the 100-200 fs long FEL pulse.
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Chapter 2

Fundamental concepts

The damage and explosion of nano-samples induced by intense laser pulses is of central
interest in the presented work. The damage is analyzed using X-ray diffraction pattern
produced by the nano-particles. The coincidently recorded ion spectra enable further insights
into the disintegration dynamics

The present chapter is divided into two parts. First, a general treatment of intense laser-
matter interaction and the resulting damage processes in atoms and the Xe nano-particles
are presented. A brief introduction of Xe clusters as samples is included.

In the second part, the X-ray scattering process on the Xe atoms and the clusters is discussed.
The scattering from single atoms is treated in a semi-classical model. The calculation of
the X-ray scattering pattern of single Xe clusters is performed using the small angle X-ray
scattering Guinier approximation.

2.1 Ionization of atoms by intense laser pulses

In the present work, nano-scale Xe samples are excited by intense X-ray FEL and infrared
laser pulses. In general, the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with matter can result
in the dissociation into electrically charged particles. In the process of photo-ionization, at
least one photon is absorbed and excites one or several electrons into the continuum. Soft
X-ray photon energies 1 used in the presented experiments exceed the ionization potential of
the sample material Xe. Thus, the absorption of one photon is sufficient to ionize a Xe atom.
The total and the individual shell photo-ionization cross sections for Xe depend strongly on
the X-ray wavelength as shown in figure 2.1.

In general, the photo-ionization cross section decreases with increasing photon energy except
near the resonances. The resonances are located near element specific energies, which are
mainly determined by the electronic shell configurations. In Xe, electrons from the M shell
with binding energies in the soft X-ray region have the highest cross sections for photons
around 1500 eV (the photon energy of the imaging FEL in the pump-probe experiments) as
illustrated in figure 2.1. Thus, the incident X-ray photons produce inner-shell holes and leave

1Soft X-ray refer to the photon energy range of 250 eV to 2 keV

5
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Ffigure2.1: TheXephoto-fionfizatfioncrosssectfionsfforphotonsbetween10eVand1500eVare
presented. Thetotaflandthesheflfldependentcrosssectfionsarestrongflydependentonthephoton
energy.Thehfighestabsorptfioncrosssectfionoff1500eVphotonscanbeffoundfinfinnersheflfleflectrons.
ThevaflenceeflectronsareweakflyboundcomparedtoX-rayregfionandthusflessresonantto1500eV.
However,theypflayasfignfificantroflefintheffoflflowfingreflaxatfioncascades.Graphffrom[2].

theatomfinanexcfitedstate.

Avarfietyoffenergydfissfipatfionordecayprocessesffoflflowfingthefinner-hofleproductfionare
energetficaflflypossfibfle.Inthesereflaxatfionprocesses,thefinner-sheflflvacancyfisfiflfledbyan
outer(sub)sheflfleflectronandtheremafinfingbfindfingenergyfisdfissfipated mafinflyvfiatwo
dfifferentandcompetfingmechanfisms,thefluorescencedecayandtheAugerdecay.Durfingthe
fluorescentdecay,theremafinfingbfindfingenergydfifferencefisemfittedasaphoton.Thecharge
stateofftheatomremafinsthesameasrfightaffterthephoto-fionfizatfion.Thefluorescencerates
canbededucedffromtheprobabfiflfityoffspontaneousemfissfionfinthedfipofleapproxfimatfion.

Incontrasttothefluorescence,theAugerdecayfisanon-radfiantprocess.Therefleasedenergy
fiscarrfiedawaythroughtheejectfionoffanothereflectronffromthesameorahfigherflyfingsheflfl.
Thus,thenetchargestateoffthefionfisfincreased.Augerprocessesoccurontheffemto-second
tfimescafle.

Inmanycases,severaflsubsequentreflaxatfionprocessesredfistrfibutetheeflectronficconfigura-
tfion.Iffthesheflflsabovethecore-hoflefiflflfingeflectronfleveflarepopuflatedasweflfl,theouter
eflectronscan”ffaflfl”fintothfisnewvacancy.Thus,thehoflesuccessfiveflyfistransportedtohfigher
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Figure 2.2: The decay channels for Xe interacting with an intense FEL pulse with 80 fs (FWHM)
length and photon energy 4500 eV . The maximum of the FEL pulse is at time zero. Picture from
[110].

shells until full relaxation. This process is called the decay cascade.

The yield of the decay channels depends on the electronic configuration of the ion and the
hole energy level. In contrast to the Auger decay, the probability for a fluorescence decay
increases with the energy difference between the vacancy and the energetically closest higher
filled electronic level. In general, the fluorescence yield for high Z elements such as Xenon
with Z = 54 is larger than for light elements such as Argon Z = 18. However, the probability
for a core hole in the M shell of a Xe atom being filled by radiative processes is low (≈ 8 ·10−2

[119]). The decay rates in atoms excited by ultra intense X-ray FEL pulses are in the center
of an ongoing scientific discussion as described below [125],[94],[110].

In studies with conventional X-ray sources at maximum one photon per atom can be absorbed
from a single X-ray pulse. The situation changes with the extreme power densities in a focused
X-ray FEL pulse, where sequential absorption of several photons per atom can be expected.
The sequential multi-photon absorption is confirmed in several LCLS experiments on dilute
atomic gases such as Ne [125] and molecular systems such as nitrogen [69].

In a recent experiment it was shown, that transient resonance-enhanced absorption can lead
to extremely high Xe charge state up to Xe+35 [94] with 1500 eV photon energy LCLS pulses.
In general, modeling of the interaction between the intense X-ray FEL pulses and such heavy
atoms as Xe with many electrons is difficult due to a broad variation of possible ionization and
decay pathways. In figure 2.2, a recent simulation is presented allowing insights in the time-
dependent, highly complex decay dynamics resulting from a single, intense FEL pulse (gray
curve) [110]. The blue traces show the photo-ionization, the green lines follow Auger decays
and the yellow dots indicate fluorescence. During the pulse, relaxation occurs mostly via
ultra fast Auger processes. Due to the high photon flux, the multi-photon absorption occurs
even before the ultrafast Auger cascade is completed. By the end of the pulse, high charge
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Ffigure2.3: Thefionfizatfionmechanfismsoffatomsfinfintenseflaserpuflsesarepresented. Theeflec-
tronfinsfidetheflaserfiefldmodfifiedCouflombpotentfiaflfisshown. Fromfleffttorfight:(a)sfingfleand
mufltfi-photonfionfizatfion,(b)tunneflfingfionfizatfionand(c)over-the-barrfierfionfizatfion.Thedomfinatfing
fionfizatfionprocessdependsontheflaserwaveflengthandfincfidentpowerdensfity.

statesarefformed,Augerprocessbecomeflessflfikeflyandthefluorescencedecaysdomfinate.

IncontrasttoX-rays,thefinffraredflaser(IR)photonenergyfisbeflowthefirstbfindfingenergy
offXe.Thus,hfighIRflaserpowerdensfitfiesareneededtorefleaseeflectronsvfiamufltfi-photon
absorptfionortunneflfingeffectsasexpflafinedbeflow. Theexpectedphoto-fionfizatfionmecha-
nfismscanbecflassfifiedfforabroadvarfietyoffflaserwaveflengthsλLandpowerdensfitfiesas
presentedfinfigure2.3.

ForfintermedfiateIRflaserpowerdensfitfies,mufltfi-photonprocessesgafinsfignfificanceandseverafl
photonscancontrfibutetostrfipofftheeflectron. Hfigherflaserpowerdensfitfiescanbendthe
Couflombpotentfiafloffthenucfleus.Ifftheflaserperfiodfisflongcomparedtotherevoflutfionperfiod
offtheeflectron,thetunneflfionfizatfionovertheCouflombbarrfierbecomesprobabfle.Ifftheflaser
powerfisfincreasedffurtherthanacertafinvaflue,thedefformatfionofftheCouflombpotentfiafl
refleasestheprevfiousflyboundeflectronstateandfleadstotheso-caflfledbarrfier-suppressfion
fionfizatfionortheover-the-barrfierfionfizatfion.

Thetransfitfionbetweenthemufltfi-photonandthetunneflfingregfimecanbeestfimatedusfing
theso-caflfledKefldyshparameterγ[73],

γ=ωτ=


Efip
2Up

(2.1)

whfichfisbasedonthecomparfisonbetweentheeflectrontunneflfingtfimeτandtheperfiod2π/ω
offtheflaserfiefld.Itcanbeaflsoexpressedthroughtheratfiobetweenthefionfizatfionpotentfiafl
EfipofftheeflectronandtheponderomotfiveenergyUp=e

2|E|2/4meω
2.Upfistheaverage

kfinetficenergyoffaffreeeflectronwfithachargeeandmassmedrfivenbyanoscfiflflatfingeflectrfic
fiefldwfiththeampflfitudeEandffrequencyω.

Iffγ≪ 1,theCouflombpotentfiaflbarrfierbenddownbytheflaserfisaflmoststatficfforthe
eflectron,whfichcantunneflthrough.Incaseoffγ≫1,theflasermodfifiedCouflombpotentfiafl
fischangfingtooffastandtunneflfingprobabfiflfitydecreases.Thus,thefionfizatfionoccursthrough
vertficaflabsorptfionoffseveraflphotons.Bothfionfizatfionprocessesarecoexfistfingfintheregfime
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λ ~ω I=1014 W/cm2 1015 W/cm2 1016 W/cm2

800 nm 1.5 eV
γ = 1 0.4
Up=6 eV 60 eV

0.8 nm 1500 eV
γ = 1417 448 141
Up=6 · 10−6 eV 6 · 10−5 eV 6 · 10−4 eV

Table 2.1: The Keldish parameter γ and ponderomotive potential Up calculation for the FEL and
the infrared laser

γ ≈ 1.

In table 2.1 the Keldysh paramter γ and the ponderomotive potential Up are calculated for
both lasers present in the experiment. The high laser power densities 1015− 1016 W/cm2 are
representative for the focus central spot and below 1014 W/cm2 for the outer focus wings.
The infrared laser with the wavelength λL = 800 nm is characterized through γ ≈ 1 for power
densities 1014 − 1015 W/cm2, thus the tunneling and the multi-photon ionization channels
are probable. In contrast, the FEL with λL = 0.8 nm is clearly located in the multi-photon
regime. However, it should be noted, that the contribution from the non-sequential two-
photon absorption from X-ray FEL pulses can be neglected in most cases [37]. For heavy
elements such as Xe excited by X-ray FEL pulses, the sequential multi-photon-ionization is
dominant.

Summarizing, the main difference between the X-ray and the infrared laser ionization are
the levels of the addressed photo-electrons. The infrared pulse first strips off the outer shell
valence electrons. In contrast, the highest photo-ionization cross sections for the X-rays can
be found in inner shells. This leads to an ”inside-out” ionization scheme, where the X-ray
produced inner vacancies start cascades releasing upper electrons.

The ionization mechanisms in Xe clusters by the intense laser pulses are similar to the atomic
ionization dynamics as described above on the rising edge of the pulse. The situation changes
when the overall ionization rises and the individual Xe ion Coulomb potential is bend down
by the neighboring ions. The resulting positive cluster compound potential influences the
relaxation rates and processes. In a previous experiment, it was demonstrated that the
Auger decay life times in Ar clusters excited by the intense FEL pulses can be modified
by the charged cluster environment [104]. The next section is an overview over the most
important absorption and ionization mechanics in laser excited clusters.

2.2 Clusters in intense infrared and soft X-ray pulses

The experiments in this work focus on intense laser interaction with large Xe clusters con-
sisting of 105 − 106 particles. Clusters are often used as basic model systems to study laser-
matter interaction. The absorption of energy from the laser in a near solid density cluster can
be more efficient than in single atoms and even in solids. In contrast to bulk matter, dissipa-
tion of the absorbed energy into the surroundings is virtually absent. Studies on interaction
of Xe and other rare gas clusters with optical and infrared lasers discovered surprisingly fast
ions and electrons [34] and high-frequency photons [81],[33]. In the VUV to XUV regime,
unexpected high charge state from Xe clusters were detected [122] and transient nanoplasma
formation effects could be shown [19], [68], [117], [16], [18]. These developments sparked many
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theoretical studies [76] [100], [98], [97], [51] [48], [45], [11], [10]. However, the highly complex
processes during and after the laser pulse are still under discussion and active investigation.

In the following, only some basic laser energy absorption and redistribution mechanisms are
presented. First, the rare gas clusters as samples are briefly introduced. Afterwards, the
three time phases in the laser-cluster interaction leading to the total disintegration of the
cluster are presented. Finally, major pathways of ionization and heating in large clusters are
discussed.

2.2.1 Introduction to rare gas clusters

Clusters represent systems between bulk matter and single atoms or molecules. Rare gas
clusters are van-der-Waals bonded and have low chemical reactivity. Large Xe cluster con-
sisting of > 105 atoms have almost a spherical shape as witnessed in several X-ray scattering
experiments [18], [96], [54]. They can be easily prepared through a rapid Xe gas expansion
into vacuum in a pulsed source (see section 3.3). The resulting high sample repetition rates
and a well controllable size distribution make rare gas clusters ideal for many gas phase
experiments.

In the presented experiments, Xe rare gas clusters are excited with intense infrared laser
pulses and with X-ray FEL pulses as discussed in the next section.

2.2.2 Formation of a nanoplasma in clusters (Electrostatic model)

Generally, the cluster is damaged during the interaction with the intense laser pulse. This
process can be divided into three phases as shown in figure 2.4 for the excitation with a
single FEL pulse. In the first stage, the initially neutral atoms in the cluster are ionized
independently from each other. The first photo-ionized electrons with kinetic energy will
leave the cluster assembly and initiate a steep Coulomb potential build-up. Electrons, which
have sufficient kinetic energy to escape the cluster Coulomb potential, undergo the so-called
outer ionization. In large clusters (as in the presented experiments with cluster radii r > 15
nm), this process continues until the positive ion potential compound starts to hold back the
freed electrons as shown in the middle picture in figure 2.4. This is the second stage of the
laser cluster interaction, where a so-called nanoplasma is formed and the photo-ionization is
continued.

The electrons stripped from the individual atom and trapped by the positive space charge
are free to travel inside the deep cluster potential. Thus, these electrons are called quasi-free
[77]. Due to the deep cluster potential formed by the neighboring ions, the effective threshold
for the inner ionization is lowered. Thus, further inner ionization increasing the quasi-free
electron density is introduced through the cluster ion assembly itself [93], [109].

During the interaction with the high power density laser pulse, the entire cluster can be
transformed into a highly excited nanoplasma sphere with hot electrons and highly charged
ions. The evolution of this dense non-equilibrium nanoplasma is accompanied with further
excitation through the laser and the redistribution of the absorbed energy through complex
electronic relaxation processes.
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Figure 2.4: The time steps of laser-cluster interaction are illustrated for the excitation with a
FEL pulse. The figure is split in two parts. In the top panel, the structural changes in the cluster
due to the laser pulse are shown. In the bottom panel, the electrons in the Coulomb potential of
the cluster compound are presented. From left to right: the rising edge of the laser pulse initiates
first ionization processes and first electrons leave the cluster (outer ionization). The middle figure
shows the nanoplasma formation. The laser pulse increases the ionization degree in the cluster. The
released electrons are trapped by the space charge formed by the positive cluster ions. The delocalized
and confined electrons are called quasi free-electrons. Further inner ionization processes increase the
density of the trapped electrons. In the right figure, the situation after the FEL pulse has passed
is illustrated. The cluster ion compound starts to disintegrate and the cluster Coulomb potential
becomes shallower. The expansion is accompanied with electron temperature cooling and complex
elecronic recombination processes.

The nanoplasma formation process can be regarded as the electronic damage of the laser
excited object. The electron delocalization is followed by the complete disintegration and
thus, ion structure damage. On a time scale depending on the size of the cluster and the
excitation state of the nanoplasma, the heavy ions start to move. After the laser pulse has
passed, the expansion is continued. Thus, the cluster potential becomes shallower and the
potential walls between the ions increase. Complex electronic recombination dynamics take
place, while the cluster is completely disintegrating.

The complex energy absorption processes during the laser-cluster interaction depend on the
laser wavelength, the laser pulse duration and the power density similar to the atoms. Ad-
ditionally, ionization mechanisms only observed in dense plasmas become significant as dis-
cussed in the following subsection.
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2.2.3 Energy absorption and ionization in intense laser excited clusters

In several studies spanning over a wide spectral range of intense and short laser pulses,
extremely high charges from laser excited clusters absent in dilute atomic gas experiments
has been observed. As described in the previous section, some charge states can be explained
by the deep cluster potential stripping off weakly bound neighboring electrons. However,
the ionization through the deep cluster potential cannot explain the high charges and high
ion/electron energies in many cases.

This subsection focuses on the role of the quasi-free electrons in the overall energy absorption
from the laser and further ionization in dense plasmas is discussed. First, two significant
plasma heating mechanisms are introduced. Later further charging through impact ionization
is presented. The subsection focuses on the mechanisms, which are significant for large
clusters in the infrared and in the X-ray intense laser regime. A detailed treatment of the
presented mechanisms can be found in [33], [76], [97], [46].

Inverse Bremsstrahlung During the process of inverse Bremsstrahlung (IBS), the elec-
tron gains energy from the laser field during the collision with an ion. First, the electron
oscillates in the electric field of the laser. During the scattering on a nucleus, the electron
is de-phased from the driving electric field. Thus, the energy from the oscillation in the
laser field can be converted to thermal energy [106]. For high electron-ion collision rates and
thus, efficient inverse Bremsstrahlung heating, a dense plasma is needed. Thus, this energy
absorption mechanism can become significant in laser excited clusters. The heating rate
also depends on the ponderomotive energy of the electrons in the radiation field Up. Thus,
Bremsstrahlung heating can be neglected during the interaction of the sample with the X-ray
pulse. In Xe clusters excited with short and intense infrared laser pulses, the IBS becomes
significant in heating the nanoplasma when the cluster ion compound is still intact and the
collision rates are high [33]. However, the IBS is the dominant heating mechanism only when
the laser frequency is significantly higher than the Mie plasmon frequency. Otherwise, the
collective oscillation of the quasi-free electrons has to be taken into account as described
below.

Mie plasmon The following laser energy absorption mechanism is related to the so-called
surface Mie plasmon observed in metal nano-particles illuminated with optical lasers. The
resonant energy absorption from the laser field starts when the eigenfrequency ωPlasma of the
quasi-free electron cloud and the positive cluster ions compound is close to the laser frequency
ωL.

The eigenfrequency corresponds to the collective oscillation of the entire quasi-free electron
cloud against the ionic background. In a simple picture, the negative charge motion relative
to the positive ions can be regarded as a damped oscillator. The incoming laser acts as an
external force driving the oscillator. If the frequency of the driving external laser electric
field is ωL ≈ ωPlasma, resonant energy exchange from the laser field to the electron cloud can
occur. In case of a finite size cluster nano-plasma, which can be regarded as a conductive
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sphere, the resonance Mie plasmon frequency is ωMie = ωPlasma/
√
3:

ωMie =


ρEl · e
3ϵ0me

(2.2)

with ρEl being the quasi-free electron density, e the electron charge, me the electron mass
and ϵ0 the vacuum permittivity. The factor

√
3 can be retraced if the cluster is seen as a

conductive sphere and the dipole approximation for the electric field inside of the charged
cluster is applied. In previous studies it was shown, that the actual Mie plasmon response
depends on further parameters such as the geometrical sample size and structure or the
plasma excitation state [130],[101].

In present experiment with large Xe clusters, the X-ray FEL frequency is orders of magnitude
above the plasma frequency of the expected, laser excited cluster nanoplasma. Thus, it can
be neglected as laser energy absorption mechanism. The infrared laser frequency is lower
than the plasma frequency of a nanoplasma with bulk-similar density. Thus, the 800 nm
pulses can become resonant when the cluster nanoplasma has already expanded.

Impact ionization The upper described ionization mechanisms are based on the energy
absorption from the laser. In contrast, the impact ionization mechanism is a form of energy
redistribution between the bound and the quasifree electrons. Thus, it is less sensitive to the
exciting laser type.

The electron impact ionization (EII) is based on inelastic election-ion collisions. The energy
loss of the impinging electron must at least equal the binding energy of the later released
electron. Thus, hot electrons in a dense plasma usually cause high EII rates as they have
access to a higher number of bound electrons than the ones with lower kinetic energies.

The EII rate depends on many factors, such as the plasma density, the energy of the incoming
electron, the energy level of the bound electron and the electron configuration of the ions.
With the empirically determined collisional ionization rate of Lotz [79], one can show, that
electron impact ionization is extremely fast and efficient, when the nanoplasma is still dense
and the quasi-free electrons are hot. In the case of an bulk Ar nanoplasma with an average
inner ionization state of Z = 8 and a quasi-free electron temperature of 1 keV , the EII
ionization rate from Ar8+ → Ar9+ is below fs−1 [33].

In a previous theoretical study, it was calculated that the local cluster Coulomb potential
can further enhance the EII. The calculation was performed for the interaction of a 800 nm
laser pulse with a duration of 250 fs and a power density 4 · 1014 W/cm2 with Xe clusters
with up to ≈ 5000 atoms. It was found that enhanced EII increases the effective maximum
charge state by up to 40% [48].

Although plasma heating effects from the laser can be neglected in X-ray FEL excited clusters,
the EII is expected to play a significant role during and shortly after the pulse. The cascades
following the photoionization can charge up the cluster on a femtosecond time scale and build
an extremely dense and excited nanoplasma. The delocalized photo-electrons and Auger
electrons with energies up to 1500 eV , which can strip off Xe valence electrons down to the
M shell. With impact rates below one fs−1 per Xe atom, the impact ionization can become
even competitive to the Auger relaxation cascades.
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It should be also noted, that the EII has also a significant and rapid cooling effect on the
quasi-free electrons, as the thermal energy of the impinging electrons is used to overcome
the binding energy of later released electrons. This thermal energy is ”missing” in the later
stages of the laser-cluster interaction and is slowing down the expansion as described in the
next subsection.

2.2.4 Expansion and disintegration mechanisms of laser excited clusters

After the interaction with an intense laser pulse, the cluster ion structure will expand until
full disintegration. The cluster explosion is illustrated in the outer right picture in figure
2.4. Depending on the laser pulse properties and the cluster size, the onset of the cluster
expansion can take place already during the interaction with the laser pulse.

There are two limiting explosion scenarios, the hydrodynamic expansion and the Coulomb
explosion. When most of the freed electrons are removed from the cluster, the bare positive
ions repell each other and undergo a Coulomb explosion.

In contrast, the hydrodynamic expansion dominates when the quasi-free electrons transfer
the energy absorbed from the laser to the heavy, initially resting ions. The thermal energy
of these hot electrons is partially converted into the kinetic energy of the ions. In result,
the hot electrons start to push the ions and initiate the cluster explosion. This expansion
mechanism is dominating when most of the released electrons are trapped and the highly
excited nanoplasma is quasi-neutral.

In the present experiments, the Xe cluster with cluster radius r ≈ 30 nm will be turned
into a highly charged nanoplasma from the FEL or the infrared laser pulses. Most of the
delocalized electrons will be trapped during the excitation due to the large cluster size.

The total number of electrons overcoming the cluster Coulomb potential early in the pulse can
be estimated from a simple electro static model. The charged cluster can be approximated as
a charged hollow sphere, where the positive charge is accumulated on the surface. To escape
from this space charge, the kinetic energy of the electron Ekin must at least equal to the
Coulomb potential energy Ucl on the surface of the cluster.

Ekin
!
= Ucl =

e2 · Zave ·N
4πϵ0r

(2.3)

with ϵ the electric constant, e the electron charge, Zave the average charge state in the cluster,
N the cluster atom number and r the cluster radius. In the early excitation state, a near-solid
Xe ion density of 1.78 · 1028 atoms/m3 can be assumed [74]. Thus the upper equation can
be transformed into a minimum average Xe charge state Zave trapping the electron with a
certain Ekin:

Zave =
10−2 · Ekin[eV ]

r[nm]
(2.4)

During the FEL pulse excitation, the kinetic energy of the electron is mainly limited by the
photon energy of 1500 eV . In the infrared laser regime, high energy electrons in kV region
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were also observed [112], thus the assumption of similar electron energies for the IR laser
pulse excitation is reasonable.

A 1500 eV fast electron trying to leave the cluster will be hold back by the average charge
state of Zave ≈ 0.01 according to equation 2.4. Thus, even if all Xe cluster ions are single
charged in the cluster, only 1% of the freed electrons can actually overcome the positive
cluster Coulomb potential. Thus, one can assume that most of the delocalized electrons
stay inside the cluster and contribute to the nanoplasma formation. Therefore, in both (the
FEL and/or IR laser) excitation scenarios, the resulting nanoplasma is quasi-neutral to the
outside. The trapped electrons will screen the repelling ions and the cluster disintegration
will be dominated by a hydrodynamic expansion.

It should be stressed that this estimation neglects many dynamical effects such as free-
streaming high energy electrons or any ionic expansion, which can become significant at later
expansion times.

The hydrodynamic explosion can be also described as an adiabatic expansion. The thermal
energy of the electrons is transformed into the movement and thus, the electrons are effectively
cooled. During the expansion, recombination processes such as the three body recombination
dominate over further ionization [59]. Thus, the overall ionization decreases after the laser
pulse has passed. The complex ionization processes during the pulse and the influence of the
recombination mechanisms on the observed ion charge states are still under discussion for
both laser types [97],[48],[46].

In the present experiments with large Xe clusters, one can assume, that the main part of the
cluster ion compound stays intact during the excitation with the first laser pulse. However,
the time-dependent cluster structure evolution after the laser pulse is of central interest in
this work. A novel structure reconstruction method enabling snapshots of gas phase nano-
samples is applied to study the cluster disintegration. The cluster images are produced using
the scattering of intense X-ray pulses on the nanosamples as described in the following section.

2.3 X-ray scattering on matter

In the present experiments, single Xe clusters are imaged with an intense X-ray pulse. Some
X-ray photons from the pulse are elastically scattered by the electrons confined in the cluster
and can be recorded with a detector behind the laser-cluster interaction region. The following
section focuses on the theoretical description of the expected X-ray scattering signal.

In further considerations, the far field approximation can be applied as the distance to the
detector is in centimeters, while the sample size and the incident wavelength have dimen-
sions close to the nanometer region. The discussion focuses on the classical elastic scattering
of X-ray photons on matter described by Thomson and Debye, where re-scattering is ne-
glected. Furthermore, the Born approximation is applied as in small angle X-ray scattering
the influence of the particle fields on the incident radiation can be neglected.

First, X-ray scattering cross sections from free electrons and single Xe atoms are discussed
(mainly based on [12]). Later, the scattering pattern from the entire cluster, approximated
as a sphere, are calculated using the Guinier small angle scattering approximation [55].
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Figure 2.5: The elatic scattering of an incident X-ray radiation with the wave vector k⃗i and outgoing
wave vector k⃗s is presented. The deflection of the incident wave is characterized by the scatting angle
θ and the resulting momentum transfer k⃗s − k⃗i = q⃗.

2.3.1 X-ray scattering - The semiclassical model

Microscopically, the scattering of X-rays on matter can be described with a semi-classical
picture. Here, the X-rays are seen as plane waves, which are scattered by the electrons.
The electromagnetic field of the incoming X-ray wave package forces the electron to perform
harmonic oscillations. The oscillating electron acts as a point source, which emits an electrical
fields in form of a spherical wave. The acceleration of the charge can be described as follows.

For a free electron with the mass me and charge e, the incident electric field E⃗i and the
magnetic field B⃗i causes an oscillatory motion described by the Lorentz force. The electron
motion can be expressed using the Newtons second law equation.

mea⃗ = −e(E⃗i + v⃗ × B⃗i) (2.5)

with a⃗ being the electron acceleration, v⃗ the velocity of the electron and t being the time.
For an incident plane electro magnetic wave in vacuum, one can assume that B⃗i(r⃗, t) =
⃗ki×E⃗i(r⃗, t)/c, with c being the speed of light in vacuum and k⃗i being the incident wave
vector. Thus, the term v⃗× B⃗i is of order v/c compared to E⃗i and can therefore be neglected
for non-relativistic oscillation velocities. The acceleration of the free electron in the light
wave can be simplified to:

a⃗(r⃗, t) = − e

me
E⃗i(r⃗, t) (2.6)

According to equation 2.6, the scattered electric field depends only on the transverse compo-
nent of the acceleration. Thus, the emitted radiation of the accelerated electron is related to
the classic dipole radiation pattern.

In figure 2.5, the relation between the incident radiation wave vector k⃗i and the outgoing
wave vector k⃗s scattered with an angle θ is illustrated. If the scattering process is elastic,
the wavelength λ of the incident and the scattered radiation is equal, and thus the value of
both wave vectors is |k⃗i| = |k⃗i| = 2π/λ. The value of the scattering vector q⃗, representing
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the momentum transfer during the scattering process is q(θ) = 4π/λsin(θ/2).

In the experiment, the time-averaged radiation power or radiation power density Is is detected
as a result of the scattering process. The averaged radiation power density or intensity I of
a plane wave can be described through the Pointing vector S⃗ .

I = |S⃗| = const · |E|2 (2.7)

Thus, the outgoing intensity is proportional to the scattered radiation field |Escatt|2. The
scattered part Is of the incident radiation intensity Ii by a single electron depends on the
scattering cross section σe. The scattering cross section σe is defined as the average scattered
power P̄scatt divided by the average incident power per unit area. The average incident power

is given by the value of the Pointing vector | ¯⃗Si|.

σ ≡ P̄scatt

| ¯⃗Si|
(2.8)

Using the electron radius re, it can be shown that σe is:

σe =
8π

3
r2e = 6.65 · 10−25cm2 (2.9)

The scattering cross section of an atom with Z bound electrons can be described in terms of σe.
In contrast to the free elecrons, the N bound electrons in the atom experience the attractive
force from the nucleus. In a simple semi-classical model, the atom can be represented by a
massive positively charge +Ze nucleus accompanied with −Ze electrons with discrete binding
energies and thus, different resonance frequencies ωs. The light scattering process can be
described by the damped harmonic oscillator. Each bound electron is forced by the incident
radiation to an oscillation in the presence of the individual restoring central force from the
massive, positively charged nucleus. Thus, the electron response to electro-magnetic radiation
strongly depends on the difference between the photon frequency and the electron resonance
frequency ωs − ω.

The scattering cross section for radiation with frequency ω by a multi-electron atom can be
described using the complex atomic factor f0(ω)

σ = σe · |f0(ω)|2 (2.10)

In the long wavelength limit (atom radius a0 << λ) and for forward scattering θ << 1,
which are both in the focus of the presented experiments, the atomic scattering factor can
be written as

f0(ω) =

Z
s=1

ω2

ω2 − ω2
s + iγω

(2.11)

where γ is related to the damping rate caused by the restoring force of the positive nucleus.
The substantial difference of σ to the free electron scattering cross section σe is the frequency
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dependence. In the limiting case of very high frequencies ω2 ≫ ω2
s , the restoring force

is weak. Thus, the electrons scatter as they were free. In the opposite case ω2 ≪ ω2
s ,

the radiation excited oscillations are effectively suppressed by the damping restoring force.
Thus, their contribution to the resulting scattered intensity is reduced. If the incident photon
energy approaches one of the electron binding energies and thus resonances, a fundamental
understanding of the lifetimes (damping rate γ) is required, which is not well addressed by
the semi-classical model.

If the photon energy is far above the Z electronic binding energies of the atom and the
incident wavelength is larger than the atom radius, the atomic scattering factor approaches
f0(ω) ≈ Z. Thus, the atomic scattering cross section from equation 2.10 is proportional to
σ ∝ Z2 as the electrons are scattering coherently.

The factor f0(ω) can be separated into the real part f0
1 (ω) and the imaginary part f0

2 (ω)

f0(ω) = f0
1 (ω)− if0

2 (ω) (2.12)

The atomic scattering factor is related to the complex refractive index n(ω) useful for the
formulation of X-ray scattering from bulk matter. For forward scattering, the refractive index
of matter with density n can be expressed as follows.

n(w) = 1− δ + iβ = 1− nreλ
2

2π
(f0

1 (ω)− if0
2 (ω)) (2.13)

The real part δ represents the phase shift in the matter compared to the propagation in
vacuum. As a factor connected to the number of electrons ”contributing” to the scattering
process, f0

1 approaches Z for high photon energies. In case of Xe atoms illuminated with
1500 eV photons, f0

1 (1500 eV ) = 46 [65] is lower than the total electron number Z = 54,
but higher compared to other rare gases as Kr with f0

1 (Kr, 1500 eV ) = 24 or Ar with
f0
1 (Ar, 1500 eV ) = 17.

The imaginary part of the refractive index β related to f0
2 (ω) describes the wave amplitude

decay due to the absorption. Absorption effects in X-ray scattering pattern of nano-particles
can rise significantly, when the attenuation length of the incident radiation is comparably
to the particle dimensions. The incident radiation intensity Ii decays to Ii/e during the
propagation through matter on the x−axis after the attenuation length labs = λ/4πβ:

I(x) = Iie
−

x

labs (2.14)

Using the equation 2.13, one can rewrite the attenuation length in terms of f0
2 (ω).

labs =
1

2nreλf0
2 (ω)

(2.15)

In the presented experiments, the X-ray photons with wavelength λ = 0.8 nm are scattered
on a Xe cluster with the radius r = 15− 30 nm. Using the bulk density of Xenon 3.78 g/cm3

[74], f0
2 (Xe, 1500 eV ) = 19 [65] and equation 2.13, one can calculate that the absorption
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efficiency is β ≈ 10−4. The corresponding attenuation length labs > 600 nm is one order of
magnitude above the largest particle diameter. Thus, the influence from the absorption can
be neglected for the neutral cluster.

In the following section, small angle X-ray scattering from nano-scale objects is treated in
detail.

2.3.2 Guiniers approximation of small angle X-ray scattering

In the presented experiments, X-ray diffraction images of single Xe clusters are of central
interest. The snapshots are generated, when the incident X-ray FEL pulse scatters on the
cluster. The resulting photon flux in a certain scattering angle range θmin − θmax (as shown
in figure 2.5) is detected in some distance.

Large Xe cluster with more than 105 particles used in the presented X-ray scattering exper-
iments can be regarded as spheres [18]. A general description of photon scattering on (di-
electric) spheres is given by the Mie solutions, where the scattering process defining Maxwell
equations are analytically solved [84],[14]. When absorption effects of radiation in matter and
thus, the imaginary part of the refractive index β become significant, the full Mie formalism
description of the scattering problem is useful. In the presented experiments, the particles
are much smaller than the attenuation length. Thus, the expected scattering pattern of a
sphere in small scattering angles can be well explained by the Guinier approximation [55].

In general, the X-ray diffraction pattern of a sample depends on the Fourier transformation
of its electronic density distribution ρ. In the classical picture, each scatterer in the sample
contributes to the diffraction pattern. The scattered amplitude Ek of the radiation field by
the k-th scatterer with the scattering factor fk and the coordinate vector rk is given by

Ek(q, t) = Eee
−iq⃗r⃗k (2.16)

with

q(θ) =
4π sin (θ /2)

λ
(2.17)

where Ee is the amplitude scattered by a free electron exposed to the same conditions and q
is the scattering vector as defined in figure 2.5.

For spherically symmetric samples, it can be shown that the average scattered intensity
distribution is

Isc(q) =

k

Ek(q⃗) ·

k

E∗
k(q⃗) = E2

e (q⃗)

k


j

fkfjcos(q⃗ · (x⃗k − x⃗j)) (2.18)

The cos term is the phase difference between the scattered waves from the k-th and j-th
particle. The phase difference to the incident radiation ∆φ depends on the atom position and
the scattering angle represented by q. If |q| = 0, the incident and the outgoing radiation have
the same phase and the condition for constructive interference ∆φ = nπ with (n = 0, 1, 2...) is
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fullfilled. If |q| > 0, the phase difference depends on the positions of the particles. Eventually
destructive interference observed when ∆φ = π(n + 1)/2 with (n = 0, 1, 2...). For samples
with spherical symmetry the sum over the phases can be reduced to an averaged phase
distribution cos(q⃗ · r⃗) = sin(qr)/qr determined by the distance from the particle center r⃗
and the scattering angle. Thus, the equation 2.18 can be simplified to

Isc(q) = Ie(q)

 ∞

0
ρe(r)

sin(qr)

qr
4πr2dr

2

(2.19)

with Ie being the intensity scattered by the free electron and ρ the average scatterer (electron)

density. In case of the scattered intensity distribution Isphsc (q,R) on a homogeneous sphere,
the upper equation can be simplified to

Isphsc (q,R) = Ie(q)V
2
sphρ

2
e


3
sin(qR)− qR · cos(qR)

q3R3

2

(2.20)

with ρe the homogeneous electron density of the sphere, Vsph the volume of the sphere and
R the radius of the sphere. In figure 2.6, a Guinier approximation based calculation of the
scattering pattern on a sphere-like cluster is presented using the equation 2.20.
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Figure 2.6: A radial plot of a X-ray scattering
pattern produced by λ = 0.8 nm from a sphere with
rsph = 30 nm using the Guinier approximation.

In the simulation, the sphere with the ra-
dius rsph = 30 nm is imaged by the inci-
dent radiation with the wavelength 0.8 nm.
The maximal scattered intensity is located
near q = 0, where the waves scattered by all
particles inside the sphere interfere construc-
tively. In contrast to the equidistant ring
width of a single pinhole, the zero order scat-
tering maximum width is larger compared to
the higher order rings.

The size of the sphere can be reconstructed
from the ring width. The position of the
scattering pattern minima defining the ring

width is given by Isph(q,R)
!
= 0. Using

the equation 2.20, this can be simplified to

tan(qR) − (qR)
!
= 0, which can be solved analytically. The distance between the first and

the second minima is ∆qR = 3.24. In a first order approximation, the distance between
the scattering pattern minima can be regarded as equidistant in the small scattering angle
region. Thus, the cluster radius R can be estimated after the localization of two minima in
scattering angles θminn and θminn+1 .

R ≈ 3.24

q(θminn+1)− q(θminn)
(2.21)

However, the precise size of the nanocluster is determined in this work through a theoretical
fit of the entire experimentally observed scattering pattern using the equation 2.20.
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The equation 2.19 can be extended to other particle shapes with spherical symmetry, where
the particle density may vary with the distance r from the particle center.

In contrast to the dipole-like scattering pattern of free electrons, the highest photon flux
in the scattering pattern of large nanoparticles such as clusters is forward directed into the
small scattering angels. Here, the scattering signal is practically independent of the short-
range order of the atoms and is mostly depending on the exterior shape of the particle.
Thus, the small angle X-ray scattering is a powerful tool in studying the structure shapes of
nano-particles and form changes induced by intense lasers.
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Chapter 3

Experimental setup

Figure 3.1: The figure shows the experimental setup. Single Xe clusters are excited and probed by
single FEL and infrared laser pulses. The clusters are imaged by the FEL pulse on the pnCCD. The
snapshot shows X-ray diffraction pattern. The ions resulting from the laser pulse induced damage are
extracted by the ion detector. The detectors are read out simultaneously each FEL shot.

The studies were performed at the CAMP end station at the LCLS, the worlds first hard
X-ray FEL, during the first two runs 2009/2010. The focus in the presented work is on time
resolved pump - probe studies on laser induced damage in single gas phase nano-particles.
The pump - probe scheme is realized through synchronized soft X-ray FEL pulses and the
in-house laser delivering intense femtosecond short infrared pulses. The experiment scheme is
shown in figure 3.1. Single Xe clusters are injected into the focus of the FEL and the infrared
laser. The lasers hit the cluster with adjustable delays in femto- to picosecond region. The
clusters are visualized by the FEL pulse via a coherent X-ray diffraction image on the pnCCD.

23
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The ions resulting from the intense laser pulse induced sample damage are monitored by the
time-of-flight ion detector. Both detectors are read out on shot-to-shot basis. This detector
configuration allows coincident X-ray imaging and ion spectroscopy, which combines the
information on the time scale of the FEL pulse (the image) and the long term products of the
laser-matter interaction on the nanosecond time scale (the ion spectrum). This technique is
applied on single nanoparticles such as Xe clusters and enables new insights into the damage
dynamics caused by the intense laser pulses.

The present section is focusing on the experimental frame work of these nano-samples damage
studies. The section begins with the description of the LCLS FEL and the infrared laser,
followed by the cluster injection system. Afterwards, the CAMP end station combining the
clusters, the lasers and the detectors is presented. Finally, the correlation between the lasers
is discussed in detail.

The table 3.1 summarizes some laser pulse dimensions, such as the applied wavelength and
the focal spot size, compared to the sample properties.

Sample:
single
Xenon
cluster

FEL at
LCLS

Ti:Sa
laser

mean cluster
diameter [µm]

0.03 3 40
focal spot

(fwhm) [µm]

atomic radius
[nm]

≈ 0.1 0.8 800
wavelength

[nm]

first ionization
energy [eV ]

12 1500 1.5-2
photon energy

[eV ]

atomic Auger
lifetimes [fs]

< 20 70 70
pulse length

[fs]

Table 3.1: Main experimental parameters

3.1 X-ray FEL at LCLS

The experiments were preformed on the first X-ray Free-Electron Laser, the Linac Coherent
Light Source (LCLS), which went into the operation in 2009. The free-electron laser tech-
nique is unique in delivering femtosecond short and ultra-intense coherent laser pulses in the
X-ray regime. It is based on the interaction between electromagnetic radiation and a package
of electrons accelerated to relativistic velocities. The extremely bright and coherent laser
pulses are formed through the self-amplification of the light wave by the electrons guided
through a periodic magnetic array (the undulator). The X-ray laser based on electron accel-
eration overcomes many problems arising from a X-ray quantum laser design. The excessive
optical pumping and potentially troublesome cavity mirrors can be avoided. The following
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Ffigure3.2:Anunduflatorconsfistsoffaperfiodficstructureoffdfipoflemagnetswfithastatficmagnetfic
fiefldaflternatfingaflongtheflengthofftheunduflatorwfithawaveflengthλu. Theeflectronstraversfing
theperfiodficmagnetstructurearefforcedtooscfiflflateandthustoradfiatesynchrotronradfiatfion.Iff
theveflocfityofftheeflectronsfisnearthevacuumspeedoffflfight,reflatfivfistficcontractfionoffλuandthe
DoppflereffectfleadtotheemfissfionoffwaveflengthsfintheX-rayregfime.Thefforwarddfirectedflfightfis
coflflfimatedfinasmaflflconeaflflowfinghfighbrfiflflfianceofftheresufltfingflfightpuflses. Duetofinterfference
effectsonflywaveflengths,whfichoverruntheeflectronbywhoflenumbersoffthewaveflengthsoffone
magnetarrayperfiod,areseflectedfinthefforwarddfirectfion.Graphficsffrom[3].

descrfiptfionfisasummaryofftheX-rayFELprfincfipflesandpropertfies.Theoutflfinefisffocused
ontheFELpuflseparameterscrucfiaflfinthepresentedexperfiment,suchas:

•X-raywaveflength

•hfighphotonflux

•ufltrahfighcoflflfimatfion

•ffs-shortpuflses

Aflso,abrfieffoutflfineofftheLCLSFELsetupandequfipmentfisprovfided.Themafintopficsare
hfighflfightedthroughheavytypfing.Furtherdetafiflscanbeobtafinedffromthemafinflfiterature
sourcesoffthfissectfion[12],[39],[80],[43].Athreedfimensfionafltheoretficafldescrfiptfionoffthe
ffreeeflectronflasfingprocesscanbeffoundfin[102].

Hfistorficaflfly,theX-rayFELflaserscanberegardedasthefforthgeneratfionoffX-raysources
reflatedtothesynchrotrons,whereunduflatorsareaflsosuccessffuflflyappflfiedtoproduceradfi-
atfion.Theworkfingprfincfipflebehfindunduflatorsandsynchrotronsfisbasedontheradfiatfion
emfittedbyachargedandaccefleratedpartficfle(suchasaneflectron)ffoflflowfingacurvedpath.

Theunduflatorsconsfistoffperfiodficaflflyarrangeddfipoflemagnets. TheLorentzfforceF⃗=
q⃗v×B⃗,perpendficuflartotheeflectronveflocfityvector⃗vandthemagnetficfiefldB⃗,actsonthe
enterfingeflectronswfiththechargeq=e.Thfisaccefleratfionfforcestheeflectronstoemfitthe
so-caflfledspontaneoussynchrotronradfiatfion.Ifftheeflectronsareaccefleratedtoreflatfivfistfic
veflocfitfies,theresufltfingflfightwavefisemfittedfinanarrowconefinthefforwarddfirectfion[70].

Thevaryfingstatficfiefldfforcesthefinjectedeflectronbunchtoasmaflflampflfitudeoscfiflflatfionas
shownfinfigure3.2.Theemfittedradfiatfionwaveflengthfisgreatflyreducedcomparedtothe
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oscillation period corresponding to the magnet array period λu. The electron ”experiences”
the magnetic structure moving towards it with a Lorentz contracted period by the relativistic
Lorentz factor γ = 1/(1 − v2/c2), where v is the relative velocity and c the velocity of light
in vacuum [12]. In this moving frame, the electron can be regarded as a classical radiating
dipole, where a point charge is oscillating with an amplitude much smaller than the emitted
radiated wavelength. In the laboratory frame, the radiation wavelength is further shortened
by the relativistic Doppler shift. In total, the resulting wavelength of the forward directed
light from the accelerated electrons is proportional to the factor λu/2γ

2. Thus, electrons
accelerated to 3.5-15 GeV in the LCLS undulator period of 3 cm result in a γ around several
thousand and can easily produce X-ray wavelengths from 2.2-0.1 nm [39].

This spontaneous undulator radiation wavelength is further determined by wave interference
effects of the co-propagating radiation wavefront. The forward directed light is always faster
than the oscillating electron. Photons that overrun the electron by whole numbers of the
wavelengths of one magnet array period can constructively interfere. Other photon energies
are mostly suppressed due to destructive interference. As a result of this wavelength selec-
tion, the forward directed light cone is dominated by a fundamental photon frequency λ1 with
some higher harmonics λn [80],[31]. A deeper analysis [31],[102] shows that in the LCLS
undulator design only the fundamental and the odd harmonics wavelengths are emitted in
the on-axis light cone for symmetry reasons. After the passage of N magnet periods, the
corresponding relative bandwidth of the n-th harmonics is narrowed from the initially spec-
trally broad synchrotron radiation to ∆λn/λn = (nN)−1. It can be shown that the preferred
wavelengths λn are given by the undulator equation [12]:

λn =
λu

2γ2n


1 +

K2

2
+ γ2θ2


(3.1)

with

K =
eB0λu

2πmec
(3.2)

with B0 the magnetic field strength of the bending magnets, me the electron mass, K the
non-dimensional magnetic strength for a periodic magnetic field and θ the radiation opening
angle. According to these equations, the wavelength can be tuned by changing the amplitude
and the periodicity of the magnetic field in the undulator or by the energy of the accelerated
electrons.

In a ”conventional” undulator setup, the relative phases of the produced photons are uncorre-
lated and the total power emitted by the participant electrons is proportional to the electron
number Ne passing through the undulator. In contrast, in the high gain FEL extreme
enhancement of the light pulse intensity is achieved through the coherent emission from the
electron bunch.

In the ideal case, coherent emission from the entire bunch can be achieved if all electrons
would be collimated in a region smaller than the photon wavelength and thus, would radiate
coherently as a ”point macroparticle” with a power proportional to N2

e [102]. However,
it is unfeasible to concentrate the experimentally applied electron bunches with about 109

particles in such a tiny volume. Thus, X-ray FELs use the effect of micro-bunching, where
the electron package is sliced in pieces smaller than the emitted wavelength. This electron
density modulation is a consequence of the interaction between the electrons and the emitted
radiation.
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Figure 3.3: The electrons in the bunch entering the undulator has initially random phases producing
mostly incoherent radiation emitted at the resonant radiation wavelength (left figure). The asymmetric
energy exchange of electrons with the resonant wavelength radiation causes micro-slicing of the electron
packages. This collective process continues until the end of the undulator, where it comes to saturation
and the electrons begin to de-bunch. In the right figure, the exponential growth of the FEL pulse
energy E as a function of the length z traveled in the undulator. The data (open red circles) were
obtained at the first stage of the SASE FEL at DESY [4], the electron energy was 245 MeV . The
solid curve shows the theoretical prediction. The progress of microbunching is indicated schematically.
Laser saturation sets in for z ≥ 12 m. Here, the microbunches are fully developed and no further
increase in laser power can be expected (description from [5]. Left figure from [80], right figure from
[5]

The micro-bunching occurs through a slow energy exchange between the generated resonant
radiation field and the electrons over many undulator periods. Electrons with a distance of
half of the photon wavelength tend to experience opposite acceleration directions from the
light. While half of the electrons are loosing energy, the other half in gaining it from the
photons. This process slightly pushes the electrons to positions where the energy transfer to
the radiation field has a maximum. In an undulator with a sufficient long gain length, the
electron density modulation can achieve maximum bunching after an exponential growth of
the spontaneous emission, where the system enters the nonlinear saturated regime as shown
in figure 3.3.

The micro-bunching process can start spontaneously from noise if synchrotron radiation be-
comes sufficiently strong in the so-called self-amplified stimulated (or spontaneous)
emission (SASE), which is used at LCLS. The bandwidth width and the longitudinal co-
herence can be further optimized using an external source (seeding) [80] or a self-seeding
scheme [9].

As indicated above, the ultra-short (down to ≈ fs) and extremely intense X-ray
FEL pulses can be only achieved from highly concentrated, short and well shaped electron
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Figure 3.4: LCLS machine layout: the electron gun with two bunch compressors, BC1 and BC2,
and a 132-m-long undulator. Figure and description from [39]

bunches. An initially good electron bunch quality and an optimal time overlap between the
radiation pulse and the electrons along the undulator are crucial for the SASE FEL pulse
quality. The electron beam needs a low emittance, a low energy spread electron beam and
an extremely high charge density in combination with a well defined magnetic field and an
accurate electron beam guidance through the undulator. In figure 3.4, the setup of the LCLS
X-ray laser is presented. The proportions of the electron bunch preparation stages with an
electron gun and the two bunch compressors (B1 and B2) compared to the entire LCLS FEL
length shows the significance of the electron beam quality in the SASE process.

The LCLS electron accelerator is based on the last 0.7 miles of the SLAC linac [39]. This over
40-year-old machine accelerates electrons with radio frequency (RF) fields at 2,856 MHz (S-
band) to kinetic energies up to 50 GeV , most prominently for high energy physics research.
An ultra bright electron beam in a single bunch is generated by the high performance injector
at a rate of up to 120 Hz with a charge of 0.25 nC, a peak current of 35 A, and an r.m.s.
energy-normalized emittance of < 1µm in each transverse plane [39]. The subsequent pair of
new bunch compressors shortens the electron bunch and thereby magnifies the peak current
from the injector by a factor of 100, for a final peak current of up to 3.5 kA at the end of the
linac.

The 350-m-long transport line guides the 3.515 GeV electrons to the 132-m-long undulator
line forcing the electrons to emit the intense, ultra-short X-ray radiation pulses. The electron
package is deflected and dumped while the X-ray beam is passed to the X-ray diagnostics
or/and one of several experimental stations.

The characteristics of the resulting X-ray FEL pulses can vary significantly from shot to shot
[99],[15] due to the statistical nature of the initial SASE process. For single shot experiments,
several parameters such as the pulse energy and the electron bunch length, are measured by
the LCLS provided diagnostics and recorded for each individual FEL pulse. A selection of
the most crucial factors for the present experiment is discussed below.

A transverse-deflection cavity, installed after the second compressor, allows electron pulse
length measurements with a high accuracy < 10 fs. Several feedback loops are imple-
mented to control and stabilize the electron beam. Manipulation of the peak current enables
electron pulse length and therefore the x-ray pulse length tuning [86],[78].

However, it should be noted that direct FEL pulse length measurements are challeng-
ing and thus absent in the broad LCLS diagnostics spectrum. Measurements based on the
determination of sidebands from laser-assisted Auger decay [38] as well as two-photon ion-
ization of nitrogen combined with X-ray/optical correlator [103] indicate, that the FEL pulse
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Figure 3.5: The figure illustrates the integration of the CAMP chamber into the AMO hutch. The
bottom picture (from [126]): the FEL beam is focused by two Kirkpatrick-Baez mirrors (KBOs)
installed in the end of the AMO beamline. The top picture: the CAMP interaction chamber is placed
downstream with respect to the KBOs. The position of the CAMP chamber is determined by the
focal lengths of the KBOs.

is slightly shorter than the electron bunch. The estimated X-ray pulse length ratio to the
electron bunch length is about 2/3 as confirmed by SASE simulations and measurements [38],
[103], [17].

One important diagnostic stage consists of gas energy detectors (GEDs) providing relative
FEL pulse energy measurement at a given wavelength on shot-to-shot basis [62],[86],[64].
The pulse energy is deduced from the X-ray induced photoluminescence yield of a nitrogen
filled 30 cm long vacuum chamber. A gas inlet regulates the nitrogen flow up to a pressure
of several mbar. The incoming X-ray beam excites the nitrogen via K-shell photo-ionization
followed by fast Auger relaxation processes. The resulting electrons are confined in a magnetic
field produced by an external solenoid and increasing the luminescence in the UV region. The
luminescence yield in a narrow spectra range between 300 and 390 nm is measured by photo
multipliers and compared to a calibration curve. The advantage of this method is, that only
a small fraction of the photons is absorbed in the low density environment. Thus, it can
be used as a real-time diagnostic of the FEL pulse. In the present experiment the last gas
detector before the experiment is used as reference.

In the present experiment, the beam is directed to the Atomic, Molecular and Optical Science
(AMO) beamline by three soft X-ray offset mirrors (SOMs) [21], [91], [17]. The SOMs are
250 mm long silicon substrates with a 50 nm thick boron-carbide B4C coating. The deflected
beam is focused by two bendable parabolic-curved gracing incidence Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB)
silicon mirrors with a boron-carbide coating (see figure 3.5). In principle, the initially flat
mirrors can be dynamically bent remote controlled into an elliptical shape. Thus, the focal
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point can be shifted along the beam line anywhere from their ideal focal distance to infinity.

The upstream mirror is focusing in the horizontal and the downstream in the vertical plane
to the FEL beam. While the optimal focus is placed in the High Field Physics Chamber
(HFP) with a distance of 1100 mm from the downstream mirror. The CAMP chamber is
located ≈ 1776 mm further downstream. The focal spot size/beam waist in the HFP
chamber was measured and optimized using beam imprints [28] to a spot size of < 1.5 µm2.
However, the smallest focus in the CAMP interaction point crucial for the present experiment
was estimated within a focus optimization to ≈ 10-15 µm2. The value is not very precise as
the corresponding mirror settings are not exactly reproducible.

The LCLS beam parameters available in the AMO hutch include photon energies from 250
to 2000 eV , pulse energies up to a few mJ produced by an electron bunch charge of 150 pC
and pulse length ≈ 100 fs (settings from spring 2010) [17]. In optimal conditions, 1012-1013

photons per shots can be expected.

The higher harmonics are suppressed by the AMO beam line. The transmission, determined
by the offset and the focusing mirrors, decreases rapidly for photon energies < 2000 eV . The
beam line transmission for energies around 1500 eV used in the present experiment is
controversial [17]. However, it was estimated to ≈ 30% through several independent mea-
surements such as [94] and [125]. The latter value is used in this work.

In the present pump-probe experiment, the photon energy is set to 1500 eV with an estimated
70 fs pulse length and pulse energies up to 2 mJ . The maximum FEL power densities
expected in the focus are ≈ 1017 W/cm2.

3.2 The infrared laser

In the present experiment, the infrared laser pulse must be strong enough to ionize the Xe
cluster and initiate a particle explosion, which can be imaged with the delayed FEL pulse.
Thus, the preferred laser power density in the cluster - laser interaction region is > 1014

W/cm2, which can be achieved by short infrared pulses in a tight focus [108].

The AMO hutch, where the experiments were performed, is equipped with a high-power laser
system for x-ray/optical pump/probe experiments [21], [17]. The chirped-pulse regenerative
amplified Ti:Sapphire system is tuned to 800 nm wavelength with up to 3 mJ pulse energies.
The output from the laser system located upstairs is transported in a evacuated tube to the
AMO experimental hutch.

The beam path downstairs is configured to produce a small focus in the laser-cluster interac-
tion region. In the collinear pump-probe setup, the minimum focus size is mainly limited by
the desired solid angle coverage of the X-ray imaging detectors. The most intense signal is
expected in the smallest scattering angles (as described in section 2.3.2), which overlap with
the divergent infrared laser in the detector plane. The beam divergence of an initially parallel
collimated laser beam is mainly determined by the beam diameter D95% and the focal length
f . In the present experiment, the beam diameter is expanded to D95% ≈ 15 mm and focused
by a lens with a focal length of f = 1000 mm. From ionization yield measurements performed
in an Ar gas filled vacuum chamber (described in appendix B), the maximum average infrared
laser power density has been determined to 2 · 1015 W/cm2. Taking into account the beam
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Figure 3.6: The infrared laser beam path inside the AMO hutch before the focusing lens is shown.
First, the beam is passed from the evacuated tube from downstairs and compressed to ≈ 70 fs.
Afterwards, the beam is expanded by a curved mirror telescope and directed towards the delay stage.
Here, the beam path length related to the temporal delay of the infrared laser to the FEL can be
adjusted with the precision of ≈ 5 µm. The expanded and compressed beam is passed towards the
CAMP chamber.

losses during the in-coupling, the corresponding focal spot has been estimated to ≈ 40 µm
(fhwm).

The beam path part before the lense is illustrated in figure 3.6. First, the infrared pulses
are compressed to ≈ 70 fs as verified by auto-correlator measurements. The linear polarized
beam is expanded by two curved mirrors and transported to a delay stage, which can be used
to adjust the beam path length and thus, the temporal delay to the FEL pulse in the laser -
cluster interaction region.

The laser beam is passed through a mirror system to the focusing lens mounted on a linear
translation stage for focal spot positioning along the beam axis. The collinear beam in-
coupling into the FEL path occurs through a periscope formed by two holey mirrors in
Gimbal mounts. The upper mirror, placed 45◦ to the FEL axis, is located in a vacuum cube
positioned directly in front of the laser-cluster interaction chamber. The holes are matched
to reduce stray light towards the interaction chamber. However, the pulse energy loss due
to the mirror holes is estimated to 30 %. The total laser pulse energy in the laser-cluster
interaction region measured before the experiment is ≈ 1.5− 2 mJ .

After passing the interaction chamber, the IR laser beam is separated from the FEL through
an out-coupling mirror placed in a vacuum cube and dumped outside on a laser table.

Other important parameters in the pump-probe experiments, such as the stabilization of the
pulse arrival times and the relative jitter, are related to the synchronization system between
the infrared laser and the FEL, which is discussed in section 3.5 or [52],[103],[17].
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Figure 3.7: Gas expansion into vacuum through a nozzle is shown. The Maxwell velocity distribution
in the gas stagnation chamber on the right side is focused into a narrow, forward directed kinetic
energy distribution. The cluster formation occurs inside the zone of silence. The resulting cluster jet
is transmitted through the skimmer placed in front of the turbulent Mach disc. Figure from [6].

3.3 Nano-sample preparation and injection

The sample in the present experiment are atomic Xe clusters with the radius of 20− 30 nm.
In general, rare gas clusters were successfully used in many fundamental laser-matter studies
from the infrared to the soft X-ray region [33],[34] [122], [127], [19], [18].

The present experiments are concentrated on Xe as cluster material due to the large scattering
form factor at 1500 eV resulting in intense diffraction images. Also, large Xe cluster with
N ≈ 105 − 106 can be easily produced at room temperature.

3.3.1 The rare gas cluster production

In general, rare gas clusters are formed by a supersonic expansion though a nozzle of the
sample gas into vacuum. The attraction between the Xe atoms inside the clusters is based
on the van der Waals forces. Their size distribution can be easily controlled via the initial
temperature T0, the backing pressure p0 and the shape and the diameter d of the nozzle [56],
[58], [57], [124] [105].

Cluster production can be described as an adiabatic expansion from a stagnation chamber into
vacuum with pressure pa shaping the initially broad Maxwell Boltzmann velocity distribution
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Figure 3.8: The figure shows the phase transition curve of the gas expansion into vacuum through
a nozzle. Figure from [6].

into a narrow, forward directed energy distribution as shown in the bottom graph in figure
3.7. The energy concentration occurs through the transformation from the inner energy into
kinetic energy of the out-streaming atoms. If the ratio of the pressures p0/pa is larger than a
critical value, sonic speed is reached at the nozzle exit, where the so-called Mach number M
equals one. The Mach number is defined by the ratio of the velocity v and the local speed of
sound vs M := v/vs (the local speed of sound is vs :=


γkbT/m with γ = cp/cv being the

ratio of specific heat at constant pressure cp and constant volume cv, m the atom mass, kb
the Boltzmann constant and T the local temperature). Near the nozzle exit, the expansion
velocity can exceed the local speed of sound vs.

Thus, the free expansion of the gas into vacuum results in shock zones. The barrel shock is
produced around the center line of the expansion ending downstream at a boundary called the
Mach disc as illustrated in figure 3.7. These regions are dominated by large density, pressure,
temperature and velocity gradients withM < 1. In contrast, a supersonic stream withM ≫ 1
is formed in the so-called zone of silence upstream the Mach disc. The flow in this central
part is exceeding the local speed of sound, meaning also the information transmission speed.
Thus, the expansion in the zone of silence occurs isentropic with the adiabatic cooling and the
cluster ”condensation”. The gas flow is ”clueless” about the turbulent boundary conditions.
If the gas is cold enough, the clustering starts from three-body collisions resulting in dimer
formation with a third particle removing the released binding energy. Further clusters grow,
which also depends on the ratio of the clusters to the atoms, can result from addition of
monomers or cluster-cluster conglomerates.

Once the Mach disc region is entered, the supersonic jet is confronted with the turbulent
boundary conditions. In many experiments such as the present, a skimmer (also shown in
figure 3.7) is placed in front of the Mach disc to guarantee an undisturbed cluster jet flow.
The conical skimmer shape is designed to avoid further turbulences and to achieve maximum
transmission for the central part of the particle beam with the highest cluster density.
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The thermodynamic description of the cluster formation is based on the gas-fluid transition
shown in figure 3.8. The gas phase area is separated from the fluid phase by the vapor
pressure line. The adiabatic expansion follows the line from point A representing the initial
gas reservoir conditions with p0 and T0. During the supersonic expansion, the gas follows
the adiabatic line until it crosses the vapor pressure curve in B. Due to the non-equilibrium
in the supersonic expansion process, further gas expansion follows the adiabatic line until
the point C. The gas state in this region is not stable and is oversaturated. The transition
from this supersatured state back to the vapor pressure curve is accompanied by the cluster
formation and growth, which lowers the pressure.

The cluster jet consists of a certain distribution of cluster sizes. The mean cluster size ⟨N⟩ for
rare gas clusters with ⟨N⟩ > 1800, which are produced by a supersonic expansion though a
conical nozzle with a half opening angle α and the effective diameter of deq = d ·0.719 tan(α),
is empirically determined using the Hagena scaling [56] :

⟨N⟩ = 33


Γ∗

1000

2.35

(3.3)

with the Hagena parameter 1800 < Γ∗ < 104

Γ∗ = Kpb[mbar]d0.85eq [µm]T−2.2875
0 [K] (3.4)

and K being a material specific constant, in case of Xe K = 5554. The equation has been
refined in Buck et al. [25] for smaller and in Dorchier et al. [36] for larger Hagena paramters.

In the present experiment, the clusters are produced through a 200 µm nozzle opening with
a half angle α = 4◦ and a Xe backing pressure 10-13 bar. The skimmer system enabling
experiments on single cluster is discussed in the next subsection.

3.3.2 The cluster jet

In the present experiment the Xe clusters are produced by a pulsed cluster source. The
backing pressure around 10-13 bar at room temperature is chosen to obtain clusters with
several millions Xe atoms delivering bright X-ray diffraction images. The cluster source
can be also cryogenically cooled, which has not been applied for the presented pump-probe
experiments.

The clusters are injected into the laser-cluster interaction though several skimmer chambers,
which are differentially pumped as shown in figure 3.9. The skimmer chamber system shapes
the cluster jet for imaging experiments on single clusters. It also reduces the gas flow into
the interaction chamber allowing pressures down to ≈ 10−7 mbar important for the optimal
exploitation of the background gas sensitive detectors such as the nitrogen cooled pnCCDs
and the multi channel plates (MCPs).

The cluster source is mounted on a X,Y,Z- manipulator connected with the first skimmer
chamber. The cluster jet is synchronized to the FEL pulses at the repetition rate of 10
Hz with an opening time of the General Parker Valve of 5 milliseconds. This is the maxi-
mum repetition rate due to the high Xe gas flow. At these conditions, the pressure in the
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Figure 3.9: Skimmer chamber system enabling X-ray diffraction imaging experiments on single
clusters. Description see text below.

first skimmer chamber increases from 10−8 mbar to 10−3 mbar, which is close to the rec-
ommended exploitation limit of the molecular turbo pumps. The second skimmer chamber
further reduces the gas flow into the interaction region and peels the divergent cluster beam.

The cluster number injected into a single FEL pulse laser focus is determined by the final
piezo-skimmer with an adjustable width. The skimmer consists of two blades mounted on
piezos, which can be moved by an external voltage. In order to reduce the divergence of the
cluster beam and thus, the cluster density in the laser-cluster interaction volume, the opening
between the blades can be adjusted according to the detected cluster hit rate. In the present
experiment, an overall hit rate in every ten shot results in the dominance of single cluster hit
events.
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Figure 3.10: The CAMP chamber is installed in the AMO hutch after the High Field Physics
Chamber (HFP). Detailed description see text below.

3.4 The CAMP setup

The CFEL ASG Multi-Purpose instrument (CAMP) is a versatile experimental chamber
designed for x-ray laser - matter interaction experiments [116]. One of the key ideas of
the CAMP chamber is to perform coincident measurement of ions, electrons and photons
resulting from the FEL induced processes. The unique detector configuration and the overall
chamber design enables a new class of experiments on a broad variety of study objects; from
gas phase targets such as atoms, molecules and bio-nanoparticles to solid state samples.

Figure 3.10 demonstrates the integration of the CAMP setup into the FEL beam path.
Two bendable Kirkpatrick-Baez silicon mirrors (KBOs) with an effective aperture of 2.77
mm located downstream from CAMP allow to position the focal spot inside the CAMP
chamber [17]. After the KBOs, the FEL beam passes the High Field Physics (HFP) chamber
permanently installed in the AMO hutch during the experiment period. After the HFP
chamber, the FEL beam enters into the in-coupling cube (first red cube in figure 3.10 following
the FEL beam), where the infrared laser beam is aligned collinear to the X-ray beam. Both
lasers are focused in the center of the interaction chamber (marked green in the left graphic
in figure 3.10) where the time-of-flight (TOF) detector and the pnCCDs are located. The
infrared laser and the FEL pass into the out-coupling cube (second red cube in figure 3.10
following the FEL beam). The out-coupling mirror separates the infrared laser beam (dumped
on the optical table) from the X-ray pulse (absorbed in an in-vacuum installation).

The position of the CAMP chamber can be adjusted relative to the FEL beam as it is
connected to a movable frame. Precision stepper motors enable control over five independent
parameters: translation in X,Y,Z - direction, pitch and tilt.

The CAMP chamber is designed to enable experiments with gas phase samples such as Xe
clusters. In the present experiment, the nano-clusters are injected perpendicular to the FEL
beam through a skimmer chamber system shaping the cluster beam and reducing the parasitic
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Ffigure3.11: Theupstreamfiondetectormeasureschargedpartficflesproducedbytheflaser-cfluster
finteractfion.Thefioncflassfificatfionaccordfingtothemassandthechargestatefisdeducedffromthefion
arrfivafltfimes. ThedownstreampnCCDscapturetheX-raydfiffractfionfimageoffthecflusterandthe
fluorescencedata.Thecflustersarefinjectedfintothespacebetweenthefiondetectoreflectrodesoutoff
thefigurepflane.

Xegasflowfintothefinteractfionchamberasshownfinfigure3.10.Theskfimmersystemscan
drastficaflflyreducethecflusternumberfinsfidetheFELffocaflvoflumeandenabfleexperfiments
onsfingflecflusters.

The”heart”offtheCAMPfinteractfionchamberfisthedetectorconfiguratfionshownfinfigure
3.11. AfixedVeflocfity MapImagfing(VMI)detectorandtwomovabflepnCCDunfitswere
finstaflfleddurfingtheexperfiment. ThepnCCDscanbe movedfinY-(open/cflose)andZ-
dfirectfions(backandfforwardreflatfivetotheflaserbeams). TheVMIdetectorfisextractfing
fionsresufltfingffromtheflasers-cflusterfinteractfion.ThepnCCDscapturestheX-raydfiffractfion
fimageoffthecflustersandotherX-rayphotons,suchasfluorescence. Thesfignaflffromboth
detectorscanberedoutsfimufltaneousflyafftereachFELshot.

Insfingflecfluster-sfingfleFELshotexperfiments,thecflustersfizeandthedfirectflaserexposure
powerdensfitycanbedetermfinedffromthecflusterfimageonthepnCCD.Thecofincfidentfion
measurementffromtheVMIaflflowsfinsfightsfintheflongtermproductsofftheflaser-cfluster
finteractfiononthenanosecondtfimescafle. Thfisunfiquefinfformatfioncombfinatfionreveafled
nanopflasmadynamficsasdescrfibedfin[54]. Theffoflflowfingsubsectfionsconcentrateonade-
tafifleddescrfiptfionoffeachdetectortype.
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3.4.1 Photon detection with pnCCDs

The CAMP pn-junction charge coupled device (pnCCD) is based on the units developed for
the X-ray satellite mission XMM-Newton [114], [113], [115], [116].

The large format pnCCDs installed in CAMP have a 8 × 8 cm2 (1024 × 1024 pixel) total
sensitive area with a pixel size of 75 µm × 75 µm. Their characteristics include low signal
noise, high quantum efficiency around 1500 eV , sensitivity down to single-photon-events and
a high dynamic range enabling shot-to-shot read-out. This unique combination make the
CAMP pnCCDs ideal detectors for X-ray imaging and spectroscopic applications.

The geometry

The pnCCDs discussed in section 3.12 are separated into two parts with an 1024× 512pixel
area. The pnCCD positions are adjustable up to 70-270 mm downstream from the laser
cluster interaction spot. Both parts have an integrated laser passage hole with an photo-
insensitive radius of ≈ 2.2 mm as illustrated in the right part of figure 3.12.

The desired solid edge coverage range in the presented experiment includes small angles near
0◦, where the most prominent scattering signal is expected. The lowest pnCCD positions are
mainly determined by the divergent infrared laser as described in section 3.2. The distance
to the laser-cluster interaction region is 220 mm. In the perpendicular plane to the FEL, the
detectors can be opened from the FEL defined axis towards larger solid angles by maximum
45 mm [95]. In the present experiment, the upper detector is located 4 − 6 mm above the
FEL axis. The other pnCCD is placed ≈ 15 mm further down from the upper detector due
to parasitic stray light issues. Due to read-out problems, the data from the low pnCCD
could not be used for analysis. The scattering angle θ range covered by the upper detector
is 1◦ − 10◦ as shown in figure 3.1.

The working principle

The working principle of the pnCCDs is based on the photoelectric effect transforming the
3.4 eV photon energy at detector temperatures around −50◦ C into an electron-hole pair.
In contrast to the more conventional metal-oxide-silicon (MOS) CCDs, the photo-sensitive
area of the pnCCDs consists of high-resistivity n-type silicon enabling the full depletion of
the entire silicon volume. The increased volume leads to a more efficient translation of the
incident X-rays into electron-hole pairs [116]. This device can precisely detect the incoming
X-ray intensity or even resolve the X-ray energy of individual photons in the case of low
incident photon flux. The intrinsic spectral resolution of the impinging X-ray photons with
the energy of 1500 V (used in this experiment) was found to be around 100 eV [94],[116].

Each pixel of the pnCCD is build of potential wells storing the electron-hole pair for millisec-
onds. Afterwards, these pixel containers are horizontally (see, bottom right pnCCD draft in
figure 3.12) transferred to the read-out electronics, where the pre-amplified signal is directed
into a multichannel analog signal amplifier and processor (CAMEX). The pnCCDs are cooled
with liquid nitrogen to ≈ −50◦ C to suppress the noise and to guarantee a long term stability
in pnCCD properties (noise, gain, and offset). Further details about the development and
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Figure 3.12: The left picture shows the pnCCD installation before the connection to the CAMP
interaction chamber. Both pnCCD detectors are completely open and driven to the maximum down-
stream position. The second stray light baffle absorbing photons from the IR laser out-coupling
appears between the pnCCDs. The right figure is from [116] showing the laser passage hole and the
read-out procedure explained in the text.

the application of these fascinating devices can be found in [114],[66],[61].

Data processing and interpretation

The complex recording and read-out procedure leads to the necessity of several correction
routines before the recorded scattering pattern and the spectroscopic information can be
extracted. In order to minimize the noise and the offset signal (detailed description in [83])
in the actual measurements the so-called ”dark frames” are subtracted from each recorded
diffraction image. These averaged dark frames are processed from 100 pnCCD read-outs
recorded when the X-ray pulse is absent. In the present experiment the dark frames were
taken in the presence of the infrared laser apparently affecting the read-out procedure of the
pnCCD measurement.

Further detailed image analysis including high spatial and also spectral resolution of the
impinging photons can be performed using different photon event finder and characterizer
algorithms. The primary pnCCD analysis software called ”XOnline” [83] was developed by
the Max-Planck semiconductor laboratory in Munich (MPG HLL) and later implemented
into the ”CASS suite” [49] used as an analysis tool in this work.

One specific problem in photon characterization and especially energy determination arises
from the so-called charge splitting. In principle, the energy from a single photon can be
distributed between several pixels due to charge drift and diffusion effects. The initial charge
cloud produced by the photoelectric effect widens up due to electrostatic repulsion. Diffusion
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Figure 3.13: A filter is placed in front of the pnCCDs in order to reduce the parasitic photon signal.
The filter consists of a 2 µm thin C22H10N2O5 foil. Additionally, the foil and the pnCCD photo-
sensitive area are covered with Al nanolayers. The resulting transmission function shown in the figure
is calculated from [7].

extends the cloud over the pixel border on the way through the depleted silicon. As a
consequence, the charges are collected in more than one pixel (charge splitting)[49].

Without any corrections the electron cloud produced by a single photon would falsely be
counted as several smaller energy photons. Through a so-called ”clustering” algorithm,
charges distributed over neighboring pixels are combined to one event. The algorithm is
based on the fact, that neighboring pixels contributing to the charge splitting need to share a
pixel border. Two pixels touching only at a corner are not classified as neighbors. Thus, the
photon energy can be reconstructed from collecting neighboring pixels to one photon event.
In this work, maximum clustering of total nine pixels was chosen for the spectral analysis of
the image frames.

It should be noted that the cluster algorithm was originally adopted to the extremely low
photon flux experiments in space [113] and works most reliable when much less than one
photon per pixel is detected. However, the X-ray scattering signal produced from clusters
often exceeds this limit resulting in pile-up effects where several photons hit a single pixel. In
this case, spectral analysis of entire detector has to be interpreted very carefully. Thus, the
energies of fluorescence photons are determined from exclusive analysis of low X-ray incidence
rate regions on the pnCCD.

Parasitic straylight suppression

The quality of X-ray diffraction images can be highly compromised by residual photons from
the lasers applied in the experiment. The unprotected pnCCDs are sensitive to the X-ray
stray light as well as to the infrared photons [116]. Thus, the control over the parasitic
scattering is of central interest in the present experiment.

The major part of the X-ray stray light from the FEL beam line is significantly suppressed
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Figure 3.14: The image shows the stray light baffle installation inside the CAMP interaction cham-
ber. The X-ray stray light from the beam line is suppressed by the hole of the in-coupling mirror. The
stray light photons from the more divergent infrared laser are absorbed in the light baffles following
the IR beam inside the interaction chamber as described in the text.

after the passage of the ≈ 1 cm thick holey Ti:Sa in-coupling mirror located in the in-coupling
cube. In contrast, the stray photons from the infrared laser can enter the interaction chamber.
These photons can be further re-scattered on the metal chamber walls and directed on the
front or the back side of the pnCCDs.

Thus, the infrared laser beam inside the interaction chamber is guided by encapsulated an-
odized light baffles shown in figure 3.14. They include a series of apertures with sharp edges.
The aperture diameters are cutting photons from high reflectance angles and further disturb-
ing halos surrounding the laser beam. The composition of several apertures inside the light
baffles enhances the stray light absorption efficiency.

The upstream light baffle is fixed in front of the VMI on the chamber walls. It cuts reflections
from the in-coupling mirror hole and the diffraction halos of the IR laser beam in the far out
regions. The downstream baffle eliminates reflected photons from the out-couplingand further
stray light sources behind the CAMP detectors.

Additionally, the back side of the pnCCDs is framed by an IR intransparent metal enclosure.
The front side of the pnCCD is coated with a nanolayer of Al attenuating visible light by a
factor of 106. Further shielding is provided by a thin filter foil coated with Al from both sides
and fixed on the metal enclosure in front of the pnCCD. The total transmission function of
the stray light protection, plotted in figure 3.13, achieves an attenuation of the infrared light
by a factor of 1012, but also suppresses the detection efficiency of fluorescence with photon
energies below 700 eV .
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3.4.2 Ion time-of-flight detector

Characteristic product from an intense laser - matter interaction are charged particles re-
sulting from the damage of the illuminated sample. In the present experiment ions initiated
during the FEL or/and IR excitation are accelerated and detected by a VMI (Velocity Map
Imaging) [41],[92] detector installed perpendicular to the FEL beam and the cluster jet de-
fined plane inside the CAMP chamber [116]. In the present experiment, the VMI detector
was used as a simple ion time-of-flights (TOF) detector.

In the ion time-of-flight detector, an initially resting charge with a mass m and a charge
value q is accelerated in an electric field. The identification of m and q occurs through the
measurement of the time, which the charge needs to cross a fixed distance. It can be shown
that this so-called time-of-flight is proportional to


m/q. In pure cluster experiments, the

charged fragments contain only one atom type. Thus, the ion mass is well known and the
charge state can be precisely determined, if the ions have negligible initial kinetic energies.

The detector setup

The total length of the VMI detector is 46 cm. The VMI detector is split into two almost
symmetric parts as shown in figure 3.15. The bottom part is used for the detection of the
positively charged particles as ions. In the presented experiments only the ion spectra are
discussed as the electron signal from the top part was mostly over-saturated.

Each detector side consists of three electrodes connected to a field free tube and a (Multi
Channel Plate) MCP. The charged fragments are extracted with up to several kilovolts per
centimeter in an small acceleration region. This stage is followed by a field free drift tube of
about twice the acceleration region length for improved ion time-of-flight resolution (McLaren
criteria [123]). The ions hit the MCP, which counting the charges and detects their arrival
time. The MCP read-out is synchronized to the FEL clock and occurs on a shot-to-shot
basis.

The MCP is an assembly of thousands of micro-sized electron multipliers consisting of glass
capillars ([60]). When a charged particle or ionizing radiation enters a channel, secondary
electrons are emitted from the impact wall. The initially released electon number is magnified
by several orders of magnitude through an electon cascade initiated by the bias voltage be-
tween the front and the back side of the MCP. The detection efficiency is further increased by
the slightly tilted capillar geometry. The resulting strong signal started by a single incoming
particle can be decoupled from the MCP supply voltage using an additional capacity. With a
rise time less than 2 ns, MCPs are an optimal ion arrival time detection devices. A detailed
MCP working principle description can be found in [60]).

The top part of the field-free zone is shielded with a fine copper mesh from the electric fields
produced by the MCP. All electrodes and the flight tube can be set to independent voltages.
In the present experiment, all electrodes and the drift tube are set to a voltage of 1000 V
(see figure 3.15).

The entire VMI design is adapted to the coincident X-ray scattering detection by the pnCCDs
located further downstream. The conically shaped electrods allow a free line of sight on the
pnCCDs. A detailed design description and further going application possibilities can be
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Figure 3.15: The figure shows the ion detector setup used in the CAMP chamber [40]. The detector
consists of several electrodes (lenses), a drift tube and a MCP. The laser cluster interaction region
is placed between the lens 1 bottom and lens 1 top. The detector axis is perpendicular to the FEL
and the cluster jet coming out of the plane. The ions resulting from the matter-laser interaction are
accelerated towards the bottom part and are detected by the MCP after passing the free flight tube.
The applied voltages are shown on the right side. The bottom lens 1 is covered by a metal cap with
a slit parallel to the cluster beam. This aperture cuts ions signal produced outside of the FEL focus
Rayleigh length as shown in the left inlet. Moreover, it affects the transmission of the fast cluster ions
produced in the focal spot. Ions with a significant velocity component perpendicular to the detector
axis are dumped on the metal cap and are not detected by the MCP.

found in [95] and [116].

The entrance electrode is covered by a metal cap with a slit 1 cm × 3 cm oriented parallel
to the cluster jet (see left part of the figure 3.15). The slit is placed above the laser-cluster
interaction region mainly to suppress ion signal generated outside of the Rayleigh length. This
acceptance limitation is also crucial in many experiment adjustment procedures, including
the determination of the laser focal spot [96],[54].
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Figure 3.16: The plot illustrates atomic Xe gas ion spectra produced by the FEL pulses and recorded
by the VMI. The ion time-of-flight shown on the bottom x-axis are assigned to Xe charge states using
two ion peaks with a known mass-to-charge ratio. The first peak from the left is produced by photons
hitting the MCP. These photons origin from the laser-matter interaction and mark the ”time zero”.
The inlet demonstrates the substructure of low Xe charge peaks caused by the isotopes.

Ion spectra calibration and interpretation

In figure 3.16, atomic Xe gas ion spectra produced by FEL pulses with 800 eV photon energy
and power densities up to 1016 W/cm2 are shown. The ion time-of-flight t conversion to
m/q can occur though the identification of different ions with a known mass and charge. A
precise assignment can be made for nitrogen or oxygen ions from the background gas or from
the atomic Xenon signal. The ion time-of-flight offset can be directly determined from the
photon signal highlighted in 3.16. This peak marks the time of the laser-particle interaction
with a nanosecond precision and is shown as t = 0 in figure 3.16. The proportionality
factor between the ion time-of-flight and


m/q can be easily extracted from the arrival time

difference between two well known charge states.

The Xe low charges as illustrated in the inlet of figure 3.16, are well resolved showing a
substructure caused by the different Xe isotopes. In contrast, the merging ion arrival times
around Xe20+ −Xe26+ complicate the direct Xe charge state identification.

Further resolution limits are introduced in the cluster ion spectra. The main difference to the
atomic Xe gas situation is the kinetic energy, which is transferred to the ions during the cluster
explosion. In the present experiment, the cluster expansion is isotropic producing ion with the
same m/q ratio, but aiming in the opposite directions. This behavior leads to a broadening
and shifting of the arrival time peaks compared to the atomic ion spectra. In the low charge
state region, the spectra can be reconstructed using time-of-flight simulations. However, the
underlying initial kinetic energy distribution of the cluster ions is mostly unknown. Thus, the
ion time-of-flights distribution, especially in the high Xe charge state region, is not always
uniquely defined.
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An additional limitation for initially fast ions is introduced by the slit on the attractor
electrode. Only slow ions compared to the VMI acceleration and ions flying in a small angle
towards the slit or in the opposite direction can pass the aperture. Ions with a significant
velocity component perpendicular to the spectrometer axis are blocked by the metal cap
before they can reach the ion counting MCP as shown in the left image in figure 3.15.

It should be also the mentioned that the measured ion yield may be influenced by the MCP
detection efficiency dependent on the ion velocity and mass [50], [89]. Thus, the usually fast
high charge states produce a higher electron yield than the slower low charges. To enhance
the MCP detection efficiency of the charged particles, the ions are accelerated in the short
space between the MCP and the fine copper mesh.

The present experiment, the ion detector is used to gain insights into the nanoplasma forma-
tion initiated inside the Xe cluster by the lasers. It can be also used as a precise correlation
tool between the FEL and the infrared laser pulses as described in the next section.
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3.5 Experimental correlation of the pump-probe laser pulses

One of the most crucial and sensitive setup adjustments in two color pump - probe laser
experiments is the control over the spatial overlap between the laser foci in the interaction
region and a well defined temporal synchronization.

In the present experiment, the spatial overlap of the laser foci is performed on a screen
responding to both lasers as visible reflections. The fine tuning on the µm range occurs
through position dependent ion arrival times.

The first level of the synchronization between the IR and the FEL pulses occurs through con-
ventional feedback techniques to stabilize the IR arrival time relative to the radio frequency
(RF),which drives the FEL accelerator [52], [22]. However, the lasers are not optically syn-
chronized to each other. Thus, the actual relative arrival time between the IR and the FEL
pulses has to be measured directly inside the experimental setup. The quantitative relative
delay can be derived from a ”time zero” t0 defined by the simultaneous arrival of the IR and
the FEL pulse.

The temporal correlation in the interaction region between the IR and the FEL pulses can
be determined within several tens picoseconds using a fast photo diode. A precision below
≈ 100 fs can be achieved from nitrogen molecule Coulomb explosion ion spectra [52],[103].

However, it should be mentioned that these timing procedures are based on average data.
Thus, the shot-to-shot time resolution of this pump - probe experiment is mainly limited by
the temporal jitter between the two pulses determined previously to ≈ 280 fs [52].

The major part of the relative timing jitter results from the amplitude and the phase jitter of
linac accelerating sections before the bunch compressors. The SASE process, born from noise,
produces additional statistical fluctuations of the FEL pulse timing. Thus, the arrival times
of the electron bunches and the FEL pulses exhibit a jitter with respect to the accelerator
radio frequency, making perfect mode-locking between the infrared laser and FEL pulses
extremely challenging.

One possibility to overcome the jitter is its direct detection on shot-to-shot basis and thus,
correlation to the recorded data during the post-processing. The arrival times of the electron
bunches can be measured by electro-optical sampling [27] or phase cavities (applied in the
present experiment) [52], [22] with few ten femtosecond precision.

However, further timing uncertainties are added on the large distance >100 meters between
the electron arrival time identification and the laser-cluster interaction region. So far, a
state-of-the-art synchronization system based on electron bunch time of arrival measurements
installed at LCLS achieved temporal jitter resolution ≈ 280 fs (full width at half maximum,
FWHM) limiting the precision of the timing in the present experiment.

The following subsections focus on the methods used to correlate the Ti:Sa laser and the FEL
pulses in the interaction region. First, a diagnostic tool applied for ”rough” adjustments is
discussed. The next subsection is concentrated on the fine overlap between the lasers and
the determination of the ”time zero” marked through the simultaneous arrival time in the
interaction region, which are performed through VMI measurements.
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Figure 3.17: The figure shows the ”coarse” laser correlation adjustments in the laser-cluster inter-
action region. The picture of the overlap tool is shown in part B. The tool contains a fast photo diode
for synchronization with tens of picoseconds precision, a YAG screen converting an attenuated FEL
pulse into an optical reflexion and a Si3N4 screen suitable for the observation of both attenuated
lasers. The GaAs screen also integrated in the tool was not applied in the present work. Part A.1-4
shows the spatial overlap of the IR laser and the FEL on the silicon nitrite screen. The attenuated
IR laser outshines the FEL spot A.1-3 making positioning difficult. The spatial precision is enhanced,
when the IR is adjusted on a crater previously produced by one single FEL shot as shown in A.4.
The timing on the photo diode is shown in C. The FEL arrival time is set on the rising edge of the
infrared pulse trace within a precision of ≈ 20 ps.

3.5.1 The overlap diagnostics tool

The first step in the correlation between the Ti:Sa laser and the FEL pulses is the spatial over-
lap in the laser-cluster interaction region. The interaction CAMP chamber and the flexible
Ti:Sa beam path are oriented on the pre-calculated optimal FEL focus position determined
by the KBOs. After a pre-alignment, ensuring the collinear geometry between both lasers
and the optimal focal position determined by the VMI slit and the cluster beam, the overlap
diagnostics tool is inserted into the interaction region as shown in figure 3.17. B. The tool
contains a fast photo diode for synchronization with tens of picoseconds precision, a YAG
screen converting an attenuated FEL pulse into an optical reflexion and a Si3N4 screen suit-
able for the observation of both attenuated lasers. The GaAs screen also integrated in the
tool was not applied in the present work.

The tool is placed on a in-vacuum manipulator, which can be moved parallel to the cluster
beam direction and thus, perpendicular to the laser beam. The tool positioning is observed by
a distant commercial pnCCD placed close to a window in 45◦ between the tool and the FEL
path. After the alignment, the tool paddle can be completely removed from the interaction
region.
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A microscope fixed in 45◦ between the cluster jet and the FEL path is zoomed onto the
surface of the tool in the interaction region increasing the overlap precision. The spatial
X-,Y- overlap is performed on the silicon nitride as illustrated in figure 3.17 from A.1 to A.4.
The reflected spots from both lasers on the silicon nitride screen are in the optical region and
can be detected by the commercial microscope CCD.

In the present experiment, the focused FEL with ≈ 3 µm (fhwm) is one order of magnitude
smaller than the infrared focal spot size ≈ 40 µm (fhwm). First, both beams are attenuated
in order to achieve an accurate reflection from the beam waist. Although both focal spot
sizes are below 100 µm, the reflections visible on the silicon nitride are larger due to the
high sensitivity of the material and surface imperfections. However, the bright Ti:Sa spot
(figure 3.17 A.1) surpasses the signal from the FEL (figure 3.17 A.2). Additionally, the spot
intensity distributions are non-uniform due to a rough surface, non-linear material response
and back reflections. The sum of these effects conceals the high power regions of both focal
spots leading to low spatial resolution of the overlap procedure (figure 3.17 A.3). The spatial
precision can be greatly enhanced by a crater imprinted by a single full power FEL shot.
The crater size is in the order of magnitude of the actual FEL spot size. The most intense
region of the Ti:Sa spot can be placed on the crater through dynamic scanning of the Ti:Sa
along the previously defined imperfection. In the present experiment, the overlap precision
achieved with this method is estimated to be below ≈ 300 µm.

Afterwards, both lasers are further attenuated and illuminate a commercial photo diode
placed into the interaction region. The laser pulse energies are adjusted to produce a maxi-
mum of the rising edge with an amplitude of ≈ 1 V . The rising edges are overlapped through
phase shifts in the Ti:Sa oscillator lock-in system within a precision ≈ 20 ps as shown in
(figure 3.17 C).

3.5.2 Laser correlation based on nitrogen ion spectra

The fine correlation between the laser pulses is performed using spectra from nitrogen gas
ionization. The averaged nitrogen ion data is recorded in the CAMP interaction chamber
backfilled to 2 · 106 mbar with nitrogen from a gas inlet valve.

For spatial focus overlap optimization, the VMI voltages are set to a non Wiley-McLaren
configuration mode in order to achieve position dependent ion time-of-flights. The arrival
time differences of the N+ ions produced during the T:Sa or the FEL excitation arise from
shifts between the laser foci on the µm scale. The ion spectra and thus, the foci can be
further overlapped through spatial fine tuning of the infrared focus position.

The temporal overlap between both lasers occurs through IR laser pulse delay dependent
N2+

2 ion yield as shown in the left graph in figure 3.18.

The double charged N2+
2 appears as a sharp central peak. The doubly charged nitrogen N2+

2

is introduced through the x-ray pulse by core hole creation and subsequent Auger decay with
a lifetime of ≈ 6 fs. In contrast, the broad N+ wings are shifted to earlier or later arrival
times due to opposite ion velocity directions. The atomic ions N+ are formed in a Coulomb
explosion of the nitrogen molecule resulting in fast ions and thus the observed shifts of the
ion time-of-flights.
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Figure 3.18: The left plot shows averaged nitrogen ionization produced by the FEL and the IR laser
from 1000 shots. If the infrared laser is arriving after the FEL, the relative N2

2+ yield is lowered and
the relative N+ yield is increased due to strong field induced molecule dissociation. The right graph
shows the normalized N2

2+ yield dependency to the infrared arrival times. The temporal overlap
between the lasers t0 is determined as the turning point of the fit Gaussian error function.

When the optical laser pulse arrives later than the x-ray pulse, the relative N2+
2 yield is

reduced and the relative N+ yield is increased by strong-field induced dissociation of the
molecule. Thus, the N2+

2 fraction dependency on the Ti:Sa delay can be used for finding the
”time zero” t0 meaning the temporal overlap between both lasers with a precision below 100
fs [52].

The N2+
2 yield in relation to the Ti:Sa delay is plotted in the right graph in figure 3.18. In

order to avoid disturbing ionization from the infrared laser, the Ti:Sa beam is attenuated to
≈ 10% of the maximum pulse energy. Each point was obtained by integrating the average
peak area from several thousands shots. Only shots with similar FEL energies 2.0± 0.2 mJ
are included. The yield is calculated from the N2+

2 peak area after the subtraction of the
atomic back ground signal. The error bars are the mean statistical deviation observed from
shot-to-shot. Approximate time zero position is determined through the turning point of the
fitted Gaussian error equation.

It should be stressed that time zero is based on averaged data, thus the temporal precision
of the experiment is limited by the jitter of the FEL varying ≈ 280 fs from shot-to-shot.
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Chapter 4

Results and discussion

The time-resolved pump-probe experiments on laser excited single Xe clusters are performed
inside the CFEL-ASG Multi-Purpose (CAMP) End Station chamber at the Atomic, Molec-
ular & Optical Science (AMO) beamline. A unique detector configuration inside CAMP
enables coincident ion spectroscopy and X-ray scattering on gas-phase nano-particles. This
novel instrumentation was already successfully applied on single FEL pulse excited single
Xenon clusters in a previous study from 2009 [54]. This experiment is briefly summarized
in the beginning of the present chapter in section 4.1. This study revealed the dramatic
Xe cluster ion charge state dependency on the FEL exposure power density. Furthermore, it
demonstrated the feasibility and the potential of the new method in laser induced nanoplasma
studies.

Afterwards, the advanced time-resolved studies on the expansion dynamics induced by an
intense laser pulse in a single Xe cluster are presented. The experiments were performed in
2010. The studies are based on the two-color pump-probe scheme with an intense FEL and
an intense IR laser pulse. The temporal delay between both pulses was varied up to 5 ps. In
the first study, the cluster damage induced by the IR laser was imaged by the delayed FEL
pulse (subsection 4.2.4). In the second study, the pump-probe scheme is reversed and the
FEL pulse excited clusters were probed by intense IR laser pulses (subsection 4.2.5).

4.1 Experimental method

The basic experimental setup is described in chapter 3. The table 4.1 outlines the major
experimental parameters. The intense FEL pulses with 800 eV photon energy and pulse
length ≈ 130 fs were focused on a spot size of about 6 µm (FWHM). With a beamline
transmission estimated to 20 % the resulting FEL power densities inside the focus exceed
1016 W/cm2.

Clusters with average radii of 30 nm were generated by a supersonic expansion of Xe at 9 bar
backing pressure through a 200 micron conical nozzle with an half-opening angle of 4◦. The
nozzle was cooled to 245 K. The clusters were injected into the FEL focus perpendicular to
the FEL beam above the aperture of an ion time-of-flight TOF spectrometer. Before entering
the interaction chamber, the cluster jet passed a multiple skimmer system containing a piezo-
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FEL wavelength 1,5 [nm]
FEL photon energy 0.8 [keV ]
FEL pulse energy 1,5 [mJ ]
FEL pulse duration ≈ 130 [fs]
FEL focal spot
FWHM diameter

≈ 6 [µm]

FEL power density up to 1016 [W/cm2]
cluster material Xe
mean cluster radius 30 [nm]

Table 4.1: Parameter list of the first coincident ion spectroscopy and X-ray scattering study on single
clusters.

driven slit placed before the interaction region. The movable width of the skimmer was
adjusted in order to minimize the cluster number inside the laser-cluster interaction volume.
The scattered X-ray photons were detected by single photon counting pn-type charge coupled
devices (pnCCDs) covering scattering angles from 0.5◦ − 5◦.

The key advantage of this detector combination is the access to several time scales of the
nanoplasma evolution in a single measurement. The detected ions are witnessing the long
term developments on the nanosecond time scale. The simultaneously recorded X-ray diffrac-
tion image gives insights into the transient nanoplasma states on the timescale of the FEL
pulse. Moreover, the X-ray snapshots of the nanosamples reveal many experimental param-
eters of the laser-nanoparticle interaction not accessible with conventional methods, such as
the cluster size and the laser exposure power density. After the elimination of the FEL focal
volume and particle size distribution effects, the products of single excited clusters could be
extracted. As a result, a dramatic FEL photon flux dependency of the nanoplasma dynamics
was found.

This chapter is dedicated to describe the experimental opportunities resulting from the co-
incident imaging and ion spectroscopy on single nanoparticles. First, each detector signal
is discussed in detail. Later, results from the coincident measurements are summarized and
discussed [54].

4.1.1 Signal from the ion spectrometer

A detailed description of the ion detector can be found in subsubsection 3.4.2. The reading-
out of the multi-channel plate (MCP) on the top of the ion detector is synchronized to the
FEL trigger. Each shot contains ion time-of-flights up to 20 µs. The MCP is also sensitive
to photons with energies > 10 eV . This light is resulting from the interaction between the
FEL pulse and the cluster. Thus, the light peak marks the time zero of the ion spectrum.

In figure 4.1 ion spectra integrated over about 18000 shots are shown. The grey curve
represents the atomic Xe background measurement with high charge states starting from
Xe4+. In general, the 800 eV FEL photons produce inner hole vacancies followed by Auger
processes. These relaxation cascades reduce the probability of low Xe charge states in the
measured ion spectra. Furthermore, the extremely high photon flux of the FEL pulse leads to
sequential multi-photon ionization processes and thus, Xe charge states up toXe26+ [125],[94].
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Figure 4.1: The figure shows ion signal from FEL excited Xe gas (gray curve) and Xe clusters
distributed over the entire FEL focus volume (blue curve). The charge states up to Xe26+ are detected
when atomic Xenon is excited with 800 eV FEL photons. The peak fine structure witnesses Xe
isotopes. In contrast, the cluster ion spectra excited with the same FEL pulse energy and wavelength
are dominated by low charges produced in recombination processes. The isotope fine structure is
absent, the peak position is shifted and broadened due to kinetic energy of ions gained during the
cluster explosion.

In contrast, the ion spectra resulting from clusters with the average radius of 30 nm (marked
in blue) show broadened and shifted Xe charge state peaks. These modifications are caused
by the kinetic energies of the ions, which are gained during the cluster explosion. Therefore,
the time-of-flight to Xenon charge state assignment shown on top of the graph in 4.1 is
performed using the atomic spectra with negligible initial kinetic energies. In contrast to the
atomic Xe background signal, the cluster spectra are dominated by the Xe1+-Xe3+ peaks.
These low charge state result from recombination processes inside the cluster nanoplasma
excited by the FEL pulse.

4.1.2 X-ray photon detection with the pnCCDs

The coherent X-ray scattering pattern resulting from the cluster-FEL pulse interaction are
recorded by a pnCCD (as described in section 3.4.1 and [116]). This powerful tool allows to
determine several experimental parameters as demonstrated in figure 4.2. The panels a)-d)
show images from clusters created by a single laser pulse inside the FEL focus. The graph
below is a radial one-dimensional projection of shots a) and b). The inlets in the cluster
images show a cut through the FEL power density distribution inside the FEL focal volume
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Figure 4.2: The images show coherent X-ray diffraction images of clusters exposed to single FEL
pulses (scattering angle θ = 0.5◦ − 5◦). Image is a) shows a cluster in the FEL focus center, while
b) represents a cluster with the same size, but exposed to a lower FEL intensity on the focus edge.
Image c) is a snapshot of a twin cluster, while the Newton rings in d) are witnessing multiple clusters
spatially separated from each other. The cluster size can be determined from the ring width of the
scattering pattern according to 2.3.2. The relative FEL exposure power density for a similar cluster
size can be extracted from the total elastic scattering signal.

in the plane perpendicular to the cluster jet. The blue spheres represent the clusters involved
into the X-ray scattering process. The following information can be extracted from the X-ray
signal on the pnCCD:

• The number of clusters inside the laser focus: Image a) in figure 4.2 shows one
of the brightest images achieved from a single cluster with the radius of 30 nm. The
ring pattern witness the spherical structure of the nanoparticle as shown in the inlet.
Snapshot c) is presenting a double-slit manner scattering pattern from a twin cluster
visible in up to 20% of all hits [96]. The Newton rings in image d) are interference
pattern from two distant clusters inside the FEL focus. The twin cluster hit rate seems
to depend on the cluster formation process [8]. The ratio between the hit rates of
events of the type a) or d) can be adjusted by the movable piezo skimmer width. Most
snapshots contain multiple hits from two or more cluster inside the FEL focus region
when the slit is completely open. By reducing the slit width, the ratio between a)-like
and b)-like events can be optimized up to 30 :1.

• The cluster size: The cluster size can be determined from the ring width of the X-ray
scattering pattern as described in the subsection 2.3.2. In figure 4.3 Xe cluster size
distribution from two different runs recorded by 24 000 FEL shots are presented. The
average source settings, 245 K nozzle temperature and 9 bar Xe backing pressure, were
similar in both runs. The histograms are calculated from bright single cluster snapshots
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Figure 4.3: The nano-particle size distribution in the cluster jet is shown for two runs. The cluster
radii are calculated from the ring width of bright X-ray scattering pattern. The clusters were produced
with 9 bar backing pressure at 245 K nozzle temperature. The differences between the red and the
blue distribution can be explained by the nozzle temperature and the Xe backing pressure variations
during the measurement.

with well resolved ring structure. In both runs, the cluster radii around 30± 5 nm are
most frequent. The differences between both cluster size distributions in width and
shape witness nozzle temperature and Xe backing pressure fluctuations. The scattering
pattern analysis can reconstruct these variations and enables to sort the shots according
to the cluster size. Thus, coincident X-ray scattering and ion spectroscopy data can be
corrected for all kinds of particle size effects if the ring structure in the cluster image
is well resolved.

• The direct FEL exposure power density: The focal spot size of the FEL estimated
to 5−6 µm FWHM is two orders of magnitude larger than the average cluster diameter
around 60 nm. In general, the gas-phase clusters are injected into random locations
inside the FEL volume. Thus, the small clusters experience extremely different photon
fluxes inside the FEL focus with a Gaussian-like power density distribution. As a result,
the brightness of the cluster images varies from shot to shot even if the diffraction
pattern is produced by a similar FEL pulse energy as shown in shots a) and b) in figure
4.2. The right lower graph presents the radial plots of both scattering pattern. Both
images result from X-ray scattering on two similarly sized cluster as witnessed by the
ring width. The cluster in a) scattered around ten times more photons than the cluster
b). In principle, the scattered X-ray photon signal depends on the cluster material,
size and number of the incident photons. One can assume that for a similar Xe cluster
size, the X-ray scattering signal is proportional to the experienced FEL photon flux.
As shot a) is one of the brightest recorded images, the situation can be explained as
presented in the inlets a) and b). The cluster a) was located close to the FEL focus
center and experienced a ten times higher FEL photon flux than the cluster b) hit near
the focus edge. Thus, the coincident X-ray scattering and ion spectroscopy data can be
sorted according to the relative FEL exposure power density if the cluster size can be
determined.

• Low energy X-ray photons: Coherent X-ray scattering pattern from clusters dis-
cussed above result from elastic scattering events. However, the FEL pulse-cluster
interaction can produce X-ray photons with lower energies. The pnCCDs are sensitive
to these photons according to the energy dependent quantum efficiency function and the
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Figure 4.4: Experimental setup (top panel) and single-shot diffraction images from individual clusters
(bottom panel). The cluster beam is crossed with the focussed x-ray beam above the aperture of a tof
spectrometer. The scattered photons are detected by pnCCDs covering scattering angles from 0.5◦ to
5◦. The scattering signal exhibits a strong intensity variation due to the different positions (a) - (c)
of the clusters in the focus as depicted in the inset.

transmission function of the pnCCD protection cover described in [116]. The detected
photons can be spectrally resolved if some pnCCD areas are exposed to a low photon
flux. A significant part of these photons result from relaxation processes of the excited
Xe nanoplasma, such as fluorescence. In a previous experiment, spectral analysis of
the fluorescence detected by the pnCCDs was used to identify ionization mechanisms
resulting in ultra high Xe charge states produced by 1500 eV FEL photons [94]. In the
present work, low energy X-ray photons yield is mainly used in data sorting routines
as described in the following subsection 4.2.3.

4.1.3 Coincident X-ray scattering and ion spectroscopy on single Xe clus-
ters excited by single FEL pulses

The results of the first study applying coincident X-ray scattering and ion spectroscopy on
single Xe clusters are presented below. The major part of the following description is adopted
from the publication [53].

The experimental setup as well as three representative single cluster scattering patterns are
shown in Fig. 4.4. The images are used to fit the cluster sizes and filter the data such
that only hits from single clusters of similar size of 30 ± 2 nm are used for further analysis,
effectively eliminating the influence of the particle size distribution common to experiments
with supersonic expansion sources. The total number of scattered photons for individual
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images is proportional to the FEL power density experienced by the respective single clusters.
The scattered photon intensity varies strongly from shot to shot (cf. bottom panels (a)-
(c) in Fig. 4.4) even for clusters of similar size due to the fluctuations of their position in
the FEL focus waist. The integrated scattering signal, i.e., the impinging photon intensity
experienced by the cluster declines by about one order of magnitude between case (a), (b)
and (c), respectively.

The ion yield spectra from single clusters recorded in coincidence with the scattering patterns
from Fig. 4.4 are shown in the top panel of Fig. 4.5. Additionally, in the bottom panel of
Fig. 4.5 focal-volume integrated spectra are presented for two different power densities as
well as an atom reference spectrum. The three single-cluster spectra reveal strong power-
density dependencies. For the best-hit case (a) the ion yield is centered around a charge state
of q=26+ and q<4+ are completely absent. At the same time 26+ is also the high-charge
state cut-off in the atomic reference recorded at a similar peak power density (bottom panel
Fig. 4.5) which will be discussed further below. The broadening of the peak in the cluster
spectrum is attributed to the kinetic energy release of the cluster fragments but the existence
of charge states beyond the atomic ionization limit cannot be excluded from the current
measurement. For the cluster illuminated with about a factor of ten less power density (case
b) the charge distribution shifts to significantly lower q. Proceeding to a factor 100 less
power density (case c) only singly-charged fragments are left, very similar to experiments in
the single x-ray photon limit [67]. The single-cluster data is in striking contrast to the focal
volume integrated results in the lower panel of Fig. 4.5. Here, the spectra are dominated
by singly-charged fragments and low charge states in agreement with an earlier study [118].
Decreasing the power density by an order of magnitude, similar to the conditions of the
single-particle experiments described above, leads to a significant suppression of the high
charge states while the intensity of low q remains rather similar.
The coincident imaging and spectroscopy data from single clusters demonstrate the existence
of strong power density dependent dynamical processes which are washed out in the integrated
data. This becomes particularly obvious for the highest power densities where low charge
states are entirely absent, a feature that has never been observed in non-linear light – cluster
interaction experiments in other spectral regimes [33, 46, 16].

The left graph in figure 4.6 shows the dramatic effects from the integration of the focal vol-
ume from a previous experiment performed inside the AMO chamber on the average Xenon
cluster size of 11000 atoms and at a similar photon energy of 850 eV [117]. In this experi-
ment the cluster jet was not shaped by a movable skimmer and no X-ray diffraction data was
recorded. Thus, the FEL focus was always filled with multiple clusters.

The panel on the left side of figure 4.6 shows ion spectra from different average FEL power
densities achieved through active attenuation of the FEL laser pulse. Although the increase
of power density is accompanied by the rise of high charges, the most dominant peaks remain
Xenon charges up to Xe3+. This behavior can be explained by the signal from the FEL
focus edges always dominating the spectrum due to the higher volume compared to the focus
center region. This effect clearly conceals the extreme FEL power density dependency of the
resulting charge state distribution and thus, the cluster explosion dynamics.
The influence of the signal from the focus edges can be well controlled via the movable piezo
skimmer as shown in figure 4.6 on the right side. The data from the present experiment is
recorded with a coincident X-ray scattering pattern. The top and the bottom graph show the
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Figure 4.5: Top panel: Single shot ion spectra recorded in coincidence with the diffraction images (a)
- (c) shown in Fig. 4.4. Bottom panel: Focal volume integrated ion yield spectra for cluster (top) and
atomic (bottom) targets. The single-shot spectra strongly correlate with the position of the cluster in
the FEL focus and are strikingly different from the integrated data.

average ion spectra for cluster hit close to the FEL focus center at ≈ 1016 W/cm2 (estimated
0.1 % of all shots). The upper graph in figure 4.6 represents a run where the cluster jet
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Figure 4.6: The figure demonstrates the influence of the adjustable skimmer slit. On the left, a
graph from a previous LCLS study on Xe clusters with 11000 atoms is shown [118]. The ion spectra
a)-c) were taken without coincident X-ray imaging and an adjustable skimmer. In contrast, the right
graphs represent the present study. The ion spectra are filtered according to the X-ray scattering
yield detected on the pnCCD. The ion spectra show clusters, which were hit close the focus center and
thus, produced the most intense images. The adjustable skimmer was open during the run represented
by the upper graph. Thus, some shots contain clusters not imprinted on the pnCCD image, which
were hit by low power densities in the far reaching FEL focus wings. These clusters are witnessed by
the low charges marked in red. The number of these clusters is greatly reduced by the almost closed
adjustable skimmer as shown in the lower right graph. Thus, the low Xe charges are suppressed.

is formed only by the source parameters and the two fixed skimmers. In contrast to the
experiment represented by the left graph, the upper graph in figure 4.6 is already filtered
according to the highest X-ray scattering yield. Thus, the overall ionization is significantly
increased compared to the unsorted data in the left graph at a similar average FEL power
density. However, the low Xe charge states (marked in red) witnesses the presence of sec-
ondary clusters, which are hit in the low FEL power density regions. They are not detected
by the pnCCD, but leave a signature in the ion spectra. During the measurement demon-
strated by the lower graph in figure 4.6, the average cluster number inside the laser focus was
significantly reduced by the movable skimmer. Thus, the low charge states Xe1+ to Xe3+

are clearly suppressed.

To shed more light on the transition from the low to the high power density spectra, the
dominant charge state as well as the average charge state from single clusters with similar
size (30±2 nm) are compared in Fig. 4.7. The average charge state (represented by open circles
Fig. 4.7) is determined as the center of gravity of the ion yield spectra. It rises monotonously
from q ≈ 5+ to q ≈ 15+ within the investigated power-density window, indicating an increase
in overall energy absorption by the cluster with increasing power densities. The consequences
are a higher mean charge state and higher kinetic energy releases, which both contribute to
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Figure 4.7: Average (open circles) and the dominant charge state (filled diamonds) for increasing
FEL intensities. The FEL intensities are deduced from the integrated scattering intensity of the
similarly sized clusters and plotted on a relative scale. The dashed lines are guides to the eye and
demonstrate the different behavior of a constantly growing average charge state versus the rapid
saturation of the dominant charge state. The ion charge states are estimated without considering the
initial ion kinetic energy release.

the observed slope. The dominant charge state (represented by black diamonds in Fig. 4.7)
is defined as the most abundant one in the ion yield spectra. It rises rapidly and saturates
just above 26+. It should be noted that the charge states are deduced from the spectra
without considering initial kinetic energy releases which push the ion peaks to shorter flight
times. The observed saturation points towards similar photoionization processes for xenon
atoms in the gas phase and in the cluster. Q=26+ is also the highest observed charge state
in the atomic Xe spectra (cf. Fig. 4.5). The ground state ionization potential for Xe25+ is
with 890 eV [26] slightly higher than the incident photon energy of 800 eV indicating that
sequential multiphoton ionization via resonant excitation and intermediate excited states can
occur [94], similar to observations in Ar atoms and clusters [103].
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Figure 4.8: Comparison between FLYCHK simulations and experimental single-shot ion data (inset).
Both, the data and simulation show a strong suppression of recombination for the highly-excited x-ray
induced nanoplasma (initial q=26+) in the center of the FEL focus and a significant recombination
for lower-excitation (initial q=8+). For the initial q=26+ nanoplasma the high charge states freeze
out due to rapid expansion of the cluster and low three-body recombination rates for hot electron
temperatures.

4.1.4 FLYCHK simulation and interpretation

The absence of low charge states and the rapid increase of the dominant q with increasing
power densities points to a very efficient suppression of recombination processes in the x-ray
induced nanoplasma. It is noted that this observation is quite surprising as for the most
highly charged clusters less than 1% of the photoactivated electrons can leave before the
photoemission is frustrated in the increasing cluster Coulomb potential [19]. Our findings
are also vastly different as compared to results of earlier experiments with about one order
of magnitude lower photon energies where very efficient nanoplasma recombination mecha-
nisms have been found [68, 128]. The initial photoionization processes are similar for both
cases and they are guided by the atomic photoabsorption cross sections and subsequent inner
shell vacancy decay. After frustration of the photoemission a nanoplasma is formed in which
the electrons thermalize within femtoseconds through energy exchanging collisions [20, 120].
The present results show that the high x-ray photon energies, and thus high electron excess
energies and mean charge states, must play an important role for the nanoplasma evolution.
For a further discussion of the nanoplasma dynamics, a simplified model of the cluster ex-
pansion was implemented in the time-dependent plasma code FLYCHK [30]. FLYCHK is a
population kinetics model which includes all the relevant ionization and recombination pro-
cesses for arbitrary atomic elements.
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The disintegration of large clusters can be approximated by a hydrodynamic expansion in
which the hot quasi-free electrons force the cold ions to expand. FLYCHK is then used
to calculate the ionization and population distribution in the expanding nanoplasma up to
several nanoseconds after the x-ray pulse. As the microscopic ionization dynamics cannot
be described with FLYCHK two different initial states in qualitative agreement with the
experimental data shown in Fig. 4.5 are assumed. In the first scenario representing the high
x-ray power density case, a quasi-equilibrium plasma with a mean charge state around the
highest observed q=26+ and solid Xe density is taken as the starting point. To represent the
conditions from the regions with about an order of magnitude less power density a colder
nanoplasma with a mean charge state of 8+ is assumed.
The results of the FLYCHK calculations and the corresponding experimental results from
Fig. 4.5 (a) and (b) are displayed in Fig. 4.8. In comparison with the experiment, FLYCHK
reproduces qualitatively the measured ion distribution of case (a) including the suppressed
recombination to lower charge states but predicts too much recombination for case (b). The
simulations show that for the hot, fast expanding plasma in case (a) the high initial electron
temperature lowers three-body recombination rates during the time scale where the plasma is
still dense and that the high charge states freeze out whereas in (b) the initial lower electron
temperatures lead to a slower expansion and therefore a longer period of efficient recombina-
tion.
It should be noted that the present model assumes homogeneous plasma densities thus ne-
glecting any shell effects [68] and starts at quasi-equilibrium conditions. Charge redistribu-
tion within the nanoplasma and shell explosion can lead to a significant broadening of the
ion distribution and higher observed charge states [117]. Further, FLYCHK does not take
into account three-body recombination into higher Rydberg states above n = 10, which have
been shown to become significant for clusters explosions induced with intense infrared pulses
after several ps of expansion [48].

4.1.5 Summary of the experimental method

In table 4.2, the main benchmark data of the coincident ion spectroscopy and X-ray imaging
on single clusters is summarized. In the previous subsection, it was demonstrated, that
this novel approach can deconvolute FEL focus and size distribution effects in gas-phase
nanoparticle experiments. Thus, dramatic FEL power density dependency of the nanosample
damage could be revealed.

In the next section, this powerfull tool is applied in advanced nanosample damage studies
based on the pump-probe scheme.
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Table 4.2: The information of the cluster - laser pulse interaction extracted from a single FEL shot
by coincident ion spectroscopy and coherent X-ray imaging.
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4.2 Results and discussion of the pump-probe studies

The presented section focuses on time-resolved studies performed on single, laser excited Xe
clusters. The coincident ion spectroscopy and X-ray scattering imaging method, discussed
in the chapter 4.1, is used as diagnostics. The nanoplasma development is initiated by the
pump laser pulse. The following damage dynamics are probed by a second delayed laser pulse
with a different wavelength. The pump - probe configuration is realized with an intense IR
laser pulse and an FEL pulse (see laser parameters in table 4.3).

The experiment is divided into two major parts. The first part is mostly dedicated to the
analysis of the complex dynamics induced inside the cluster by a single ultra intense IR laser
pulse. The probing FEL pulse is delayed on femto- to picosecond timescales and images the
resulting cluster modifications on the pnCCD. The temporal development of the nanoplasma
formation and the influence of the sample damage on the X-ray diffraction image can be
studied in great detail by stepwise ”scanning” of the FEL arrival time along the IR laser
induced cluster expansion stages.

Infrared laser FEL

wavelength 800 [nm] 0.8 [nm]
mean pulse energy 1,5 [mJ ] 1,5 [mJ ]
pulse duration ≈ 70 [fs] ≈ 70 [fs]
max. laser power densities
in the focus

≈ 1015 [Wcm−2] ≈ 1017 [Wcm−2]

timing precision est. 280 fs [fs]

Table 4.3: Parameter list of the first pump - probe study on single Xe clusters performed at LCLS
in 2010.

The second part of the experiment is based on the reverse pump-probe scheme. Here, the IR
laser pulse probes the complex FEL excited nanoplasma expansion dynamics. The key idea is
to use the density dependent energy absorption from the IR pulse through the Mie plasmon
discussed in 2.2.3. In this configuration, the intense IR laser serves as a nanoplasma state
sensor and can retrace the cluster destruction after the imaging process through the FEL.

Before both experiments are discussed in detail, the products of each excitation scenario are
introduced separately. Afterwards, standard data sorting and filtering routines for the entire
experiment are introduced and shown for the coincident IR and FEL excitation. Finally, the
results of both experiment parts are presented and discussed.

4.2.1 Single Xe clusters excited with single FEL pulses

Similar to the first experiment described in chapter 4.1 and [54], Xe clusters are injected into
the FEL laser focus and imaged by single FEL pulses. The coincident ion spectroscopy is
applied to identify the FEL excited expansion products on the ns time scale. The adjustable
skimmer slit width is optimized for a high hit rate of single clusters.
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Figure 4.9: Top panel, left side: the X-ray diffraction pattern of Xe clusters with a similar cluster
size are sorted according to the experienced FEL power density. The total forward scattering signal
is normalized to the photon yield of the shot a). On the right side, the corresponding coincident
ion spectra with intermediate single shots are shown. The shots are sorted by the increasing MCP
photon peak closely related to the FEL exposure power density. Bottom panel: the photon signal of
the brightest pnCCD shot a) is resolved according to the photon energies. The energy distribution
from the entire detector (black) differs from the isotropic X-ray background dominated high scattering
angles (blue).
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The resulting single shot ion spectra and some coincident pnCCD images a)-d) are shown in
figure 4.9. The ion time-of-flight spectra are sorted according to the height of the photon
peak at around 1.6 µs, which marks the starting point of the laser-particle interaction. The
MCP photon peak height most probably depends on the laser excitation dependent relaxation
dynamics of the cluster nanoplasma. Thus, it can be used as an approximate laser exposure
power density indicator even when the coincident X-ray scattering signal on the pnCCD is
weak or absent as in case d) in figure 4.9. This assumption is strengthen by the fact, that the
MCP photon peak decreases in parallel with the image brightness as witnessed by the X-ray
diffraction images of shots a)-c).

The shots a) - d) are selected due to a similar cluster radius r ≈ 20 nm as demonstrated by the
X-ray scattering pattern on the pnCCD. The dramatic charge state distribution dependency
on the FEL exposure power density observed in the previous experiment is reproduced.
The randomly appearing Xe1+ witnesses a second cluster hit far away from the focal spot.
However, the ion charge state distribution is shifted to higher energies compared to the
experiment described in chapter 4.1 and shown in 4.5.

This behavior can be explained by the extremely efficient Xe ionization at 1500 eV [94] and
a reduced FHWM focal spot leading to higher FEL power densities by factor > 4. It should
be also stressed, that the ion acceleration voltage applied on the TOF attracted is lower (1
keV compared to previous 2 keV ). Thus, the transmission function for fast ions is modified.

From d) to a), the increase of the forward X-ray scattering signal is closely related to the
increase of the isotropic background signal (most notable in case a) in figure 4.9). The bottom,
left graph in figure 4.9 shows the spectral resolution of the incoming X-ray photons on the
pnCCD in case a). The photon signal from the entire pnCCD detector contains a significant
elastic scattering peak at 1500 eV . In contrast, the high scattering angles are dominated by
photons around 1000 eV probable from fluorescence. These photons might be a fingerprint
for resonant excitation and the resulting charge states above Xe26+ as observed in atomic
Xe gas experiments with 1500 eV FEL pulses [94].

The power density dependency of the isotropic background can be explained by a higher
overall ionization of the clusters excited close to the FEL focus center. The increase of the
number of inner holes through sequential multi-photo-ionization results in a high rate of
relaxation cascades including radiative processes.

It should be mentioned that the spectral sensitivity of the pnCCDs decreases towards lower
energies due to the transmission function of the stray light filters mounted in front of the
pnCCD (transmission function in figure 3.13). Moreover, the correct photon energy assign-
ment is not only limited by the energy resolution of the pnCCD, but also by the detected
photon flux. If neighboring pixels are illuminated, correction algorithms may fail to separate
photon hit events distributed over several pixels (see 3.4.1, [116]).

4.2.2 Xe clusters excited by intense infrared laser pulses

Similar to the FEL excitation, the particles exposed to the short and ultra intense pulses of
the infrared laser undergo complicated expansion and recombination dynamics discussed in
several publications such as [33],[34],[97],[46]. However, the realization of studies on single
nanoclusters and thus, on the influence of the experienced laser exposure power density are
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Figure 4.10: Left panel: Single shot ion spectra from clusters excited by single IR laser pulses.
The ion charge state distributions are sorted by the increasing MCP photon peak. Right top panel:
the correlation between the photon beak height and the high Xe charge states yield. Right bottom:
assumed cluster position inside the projection of the power density distribution of the IR laser focus.

challenging. The absence of a cluster image conceals the cluster number, size, shape and the
direct laser exposure information.

In contrast to previous studies, the present setup benefits from the parallel implementation
of the imaging experiment with FEL pulses. The adjustable skimmer slit width (shown in
fig. 4.6) can be pre-adjusted for the ”single FEL shot hits single cluster” condition. This
cluster beam shaping results in a reduced particle number inside the infrared laser - cluster
interaction volume. In this regime, the photon signal from MCP of the TOF detector can be
applied as an estimation of the laser power density if photo-emission above 10 eV is produced.
In principle, VUV to X-ray photons from Xe clusters excited by intense, ultrashort IR laser
pulses can be expected [75].

In the left panel of the figure 4.10 the IR laser induced Xe cluster ion spectra are sorted in
dependency of the increasing photon peak located at ≈ 1850 ns. Surprisingly, tendencies
found in the FEL produced single cluster ion spectra, including the suppression of low charge
states, are observed. The ion charge distribution shifts towards smaller ion flight times with
the increasing photon peak yield. The correlation of the light peak height and the high Xe
charge states suggests a strong dependency of the ionization efficiency on the cluster position
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inside the IR laser focus. However, the larger IR laser focal volume (compared to the FEL)
results in frequent hits of multiple clusters as witnessed by the single and double charged Xe
ions.

The strong correlation between the photon peak and the overall cluster ionization is verified
by the unfiltered data as demonstrated in the left top graph of figure 4.10. Here, the MCP
photon peak height is plotted versus the sum of the highest observed Xe charge states. These
charge states are marked in the left panel. Most hits are produced in the long ranging IR
laser focus wings, the subsequent overall ionization and fluorescence is low. A small number
of ion spectra are produced close to the focus center resulting in a rich yield of high charges
and an increased photon peak.

The MCP photon peak seems to offer an elegant way to estimate the relative laser exposure
photon density without any additional diagnostics. The dramatic charge state distribution
dependency on the cluster position inside the FEL focus, first described in [54], is also ob-
served for intense and short IR laser pulses. The absence of low charge states in the ion
spectra with the highest Xe charges might be a hint to the ”freezing out” of the electron
recombination processes due to an extremely fast cluster explosion as discussed in [54].

However, the photon peak yield cannot replace the X-ray cluster images. The unknown
cluster size and number complicates a precise laser exposure power density determination.

4.2.3 Filtering and sorting of the pump - probe data

The unique coincident X-ray scattering and ion spectroscopy method allows for exact deter-
mination of the individual cluster - laser pulse interaction parameters. For each FEL shot,
the following data is recorded: the beamline characteristics (such as the pulse energy, the
wavelength, the pulse duration and the relative temporal jitter), the cluster ion spectrum and
the cluster diffraction image. During the postprocessing, they can be associated to parame-
ters such as the cluster number and size, the laser exposure power density or the ionization
degree.

Most FEL shots contain no significant data. In most cases, the clusters were injected into
the far ranging laser focus wings or missed the interaction volume completely. Thus, filtering
routines are essential to extract the relevant shots from the overall terabyte - large data set.
After the filtering, the systematical trends observed in selected shots has to be statistically
verified in order to exclude random deviations. Furthermore, the tendencies of different
pump-probe excitation scenarios need to be compared.

Thus, a standardized sorting algorithm is applied for every recorded run. One of the goals
is to distinguish cluster hits according to the approximate exposure power densities of the
FEL and the IR laser pulses by indicators. These indicators are measured by the TOF
detector and the pnCCD as presented in figure 4.11. The indicators are one-dimensional
values summarizing the laser - cluster interaction products. The applied indicators are:

• the forward scattering or the X-ray diffraction image intensity, which is calculated
from the sum of the photons scattered into angles θ < 5◦ on the pnCCD. In the present
experiment, this area is dominated by the coherent scattering, if a diffraction pattern
is recorded. For most cluster sizes, more than 95% of the detected diffracted photons
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Figure 4.11: The figure shows tendencies observed after simultaneous IR laser and FEL pulses
excitation of single clusters (left) and after the interaction of the nano-particles with single FEL
pulses (right). From top to bottom: a) the histogram of the light peak detected by the MCP, b) the
dependency between the high charge states yield and the MCP light peak, c) the dependency of the
high charge states yield on the detected isotropic X-ray background and d) the correlation between
the coherent elastic scattering and the isotropic X-ray background.
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are concentrated in this angle range. If the cluster is injected outside of the FEL focus
volume, the forward scattering can be mostly related to the parasitic stray light from
the beam line.

• the isotropic low X-ray energy photon background, which is calculated as a sum
of the X-ray photons impinging in the outer pnCCD areas θ > 5◦. This signal is mostly
initiated by the relaxation processes in the FEL excited cluster.

• the highest Xe charge states indicator, which is calculated from the sum of the
highest appearing Xe charge states between 2500-3500 ns ion flight times. In the case
of exclusive IR laser excitation, the overall ionization is lower. Thus, the Xe charge
states appearing between 3000 and 4000 ns are integrated.

• the MCP photon peak, which is calculated from the photon peak height appearing
in the ion spectra. These are photons with energy > 10 eV reaching the MCP through
the attractor electrode slit.

In principle, these indicators can be used as filters to distinguish between the following cases.
In the case A, the injected clusters missed the IR laser and the FEL focus. The cluster was
located inside the IR laser volume, but missed the FEL focal spot in case B. In the case C, the
cluster was hit close to the center of both focal volumes. The forth case D, which occurs when
the cluster was inside the FEL focal spot, but missed the IR laser, can be excluded as the
IR laser spot is more than one order of magnitude larger than the FEL focus. Moreover, the
spatial overlap procedure (described in section 3.5) assures, that the FEL focus was located
near the central spot of the IR laser focus.

In the next sections, it will be shown that in several pump-probe scenarios some indicators
may fail as filters. Thus, the sorting routine is based on several correlations between certain
indicators. Each presented excitation scenario is first summarized by several correlations of
these indicators without any filtering and compared to similar data points produced by a
separate pump and probe pulse. Additional sanity checks, such as quality control of the
unfiltered data were applied, but are not discussed below. The observed trends are used to
extract and filter the relevant single shots data, which can be further analyzed in detail.

This section is focused on the sorting and filtering of the data produced by the simultaneous
FEL and IR laser pulses excitation of single clusters as an example for all recorded pump-
probe scenarios. The trends are compared to single clusters ionized only by single FEL pulses.
The indicators presented above are discussed as possible data filters.

The indicators for both pulse combinations are shown and compared in figure 4.11. The top
left and right graph in figure 4.11 a) shows histograms with the height of all recorded MCP
photon peaks, which depend on the laser exposure power density as shown in the previous
subsections. In both graphs, the number of the hits decreases with the increasing intensity
of the MCP recorded light peak. This tendency is mainly caused by the small size of the
focal center region producing the highest photon peaks compared to the entire interaction
volume. Although both data sets have a similar total amount of events (ca. 15000), the left
histogram representing the simultaneous excitation has a higher percentage of intermediate
hits due to the larger IR focal volume compared to the FEL focus. Summarizing, the height
of the MCP light peak can be used to exclude missed-cluster shots (case A) and to extract
events where the cluster was properly hit by at least one of the laser pulse (case B and C).
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isotropic X-ray background yield as shown in c) in the figure 4.11. The photon peak from the
MCP and the isotropic background signal indicator, calculated from the sum of the incoming
pnCCD signal at the scattering angles θ > 5◦, is correlated to the appearance of the high Xe
charge states (figure 4.11 c)). In contrast to the MCP, the sensitivity of the pnCCD is limited
to the X-ray photons down to ≈ 700 eV due to the IR stray light reduction (see figure 3.13).
Thus, no photons are detected if the cluster was ionized only by an IR laser pulse. Therefore,
the data filter based on the isotropic background signal can be also used to filter hits of the
type C (hit in the foci centers of both lasers).

The sum of the forward scattering signal (θ < 5◦) is plotted for all hits in relation to the
isotropic X-ray background (θ > 5◦) in graph d) in the figure 4.11. The elastic scattering
signal strongly correlates with the low X-ray energy photon yield as also observed in the single
shot overview in figure 4.9. The forward scattering signal can be used to determine the relative
FEL exposure power density if the cluster size is known. The simultaneous excitation data set
contains less bright images due to the fact that some parts of the exclusive FEL illumination
run were taken with an open piezo skimmer slit.

For further analysis, the single cluster shots are filtered and sorted according to the cluster size
and the FEL laser exposure power density using several indicator combinations as presented
above. In figure 4.12 a), shots with a similar cluster size of r = 20 ± 3 nm are sorted
according to the relative forward scattered photon signal. The sum of the forward scattered
X-ray photons In is normalized to the most intense cluster hit produced by the FEL pulse
with I1 = 1 (first shot from the top, left side). In this selected overview, no significant impact
of the simultaneous IR laser can be observed in the ion spectra of the most intense shots.
Below the relative FEL power density of 0.1, the IR laser pulse excitation leads to a higher
overall ionization than the exposure to a single FEL pulse. The IR laser produces high Xe
ion charge states even if no diffraction image is detected (figure 4.12, case b), right graph).
These shots are the ”intermediate” hits visible in the left graph in figure 4.11 a) not observed
after the exclusive FEL excitation.

Summarizing, the tendencies observed in the data achieved by the simultaneous IR and FEL
laser pulses stimulation of singe clusters are similar to the single FEL pulse excited cluster
data. Some exceptions can be found in clusters injected into the FEL focus wings. Despite
low FEL exposure power densities, the clusters show a high overall ionization state. These
charge states are also observed in clusters hit close to the focus center of single IR laser pulses.
Thus, one can assume, that the clusters are pre- or after-ionized by the IR laser if the FEL
excitation leads to lower charge state than achievable by the IR laser pulse.

In the following sections, the data selection is based on the indicator correlations shown in
figure 4.12. Most presented effects can be observed as deviations from at least one correlation
graph.

It should be stressed that due to the temporal jitter and experimental temporal resolution of
≈ 280 fs, the actual coincidence between the laser pulses is not assured. Some clusters are
first excited by the IR laser pulse and probed by the FEL. However, no significant changes
in the X-ray diffraction image are detected in the data set from the simultaneous IR and
FEL pump-probe scheme. This may appear surprising as the IR laser induced nanoplasma
formation might already have an impact on the refractive index or even the cluster structure
according to previous work [33], [130],[85]. The required further analysis of the simultaneous
excitation scheme and the resulting discussion can be found in the next section.
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Figure 4.13: The experiment principle is shown. First, an individual cluster is illuminated with a
single IR pulse, which induces nanoplasma formation inside the cluster. The subsequent FEL images
the excited nanoplasma on the pnCCD. The secondary explosion products such as the ion signal is
recorded coincidently by the TOF ion detector. The lower X-ray energy photons from nanoplasma
relaxation processes, such as the fluorescence signal, is measured by the pnCCD.

4.2.4 X-ray diffraction imaging of infrared laser excited single clusters

This section focuses on the investigation of the damage evolution in single Xe clusters excited
by intense IR laser pulses. The figure 4.13 outlines the experimental principle based on the
pump-probe scheme. First, the Xe clusters with an average radius of 20 nm are exposed
to an intense IR pulse, which induces complex ionization dynamics. A small fraction of the
fastest released electrons is ejected and increases the space charge. As a result most of the
delocalized electrons are trapped and a highly excited nanoplasma is formed. After the IR
laser pulse, the cluster undergoes an adiabatic hydrodynamic expansion (see section 2.1).

The nanoplasma formation and the expansion are probed by the delayed ultra intense X-ray
laser pulse. The FEL produces a snapshot of the present nanoplasma state on the time scale
of the pulse. The pnCCD records the coherent X-ray scattering pattern and further X-ray
radiation, such as fluorescence. The ions formed up to nanoseconds after the laser excitation
are collected by the ion time-of-flight detector.

In the present work, the cluster expansion is imaged by the FEL up to 5 ps after the IR laser
arrival time. The section is separated into three parts. In the first part, the major findings
from the coincident X-ray scattering and ion spectroscopy data are presented. Afterwards, a
detailed analysis of the cluster snapshots is introduced. Finally, the experimental results are
reconstructed using the Guinier approximation and a non-uniform cluster explosion model.
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Coincident X-ray scattering and ion spectroscopy

The damage evolution induced by the IR laser pulse and probed by the FEL is monitored
by the coincident measurement of the X-ray scattering and ion time-of-flights as described
in section 4.1. The figure 4.14 shows the brightest images from clusters with the radius
rcl ≈ 20 nm, which are first excited by the IR laser pulse and probed by the simultaneously
or delayed arriving FEL laser pulse. Images of clusters excited simultaneously by both laser
pulses exhibit a typical scattering pattern produced by a sphere-like object. Additionally,
an isotropically distributed X-ray radiation from the nanoplasma relaxation processes is de-
tected. This background signal is absent if the cluster is hit outside of the FEL focal spot.
Snap shots made 500 fs and 1 ps after the IR laser excitation show a fading of the forward
scattered pattern. The trend is continued for later FEL arrival times. Only the isotropic
X-ray background witnesses the exposure to the intense FEL for delays > 1 ps.

In the left bottom graph in figure 4.14, the images representing simultaneous excitation and
delays up to 1.5 ps are spectroscopically resolved. The energies of the impinging photons on
the pnCCD are presented. The elastically scattered photons with 1500 eV are marked by
a red arrow. Photons with the energy 1500 eV are almost absent when the FEL is delayed
by > 0.5 ps. Thus, the observed fading of the forward scattering signal with increasing
delay of the FEL pulse is identified as the suppression of the recorded yield of the elastically
scattered photons. The constant background present in all images is mostly X-ray radiation
with photon energies < 1500 eV related to the fluorescence light.

The coincidentally recorded ion spectra to the selected single particle snapshots are shown
in the right bottom part of the figure 4.14. The ion spectra are sorted according to the
excitation scenario. The first two bottom spectra result from cluster ionization by separate
FEL and IR laser pulses. The upper ion distributions are sorted according to the imaging
FEL pulse arrival time.

A narrow ion distribution with extremely energetic ions and high Xe charge states accom-
panies all snapshots presented in figure 4.14. The X-ray laser has always a stronger ionizing
effect compared to the exclusive infrared excitation (second spectrum from the bottom).
However, on the time scale of the dramatic changes in the diffraction images 1 − 1.5 ps
no significant modifications in the ion charge state distribution are observed. This behav-
ior might be explained by a higher excitation efficiency by the FEL pulse compared to the
nanoplasma dependent ionization processes such as the impact ionization. The X-ray FEL
ionization mechanisms are based on sequential photo-ionization followed by relaxation cas-
cades [125],[94]. The influence of the sample density on these processes is mostly negligible.
Thus, the IR laser pulse destroyed and probable expanded Xe clusters are further ionized by
the intense FEL pulse.

X-ray diffraction images analysis

The FEL snapshots shown in figure 4.14 represent only a small selection of the recorded
cluster diffraction images. To shed light on the overall dependency of the diffraction image
intensity on the FEL pulse arrival time, the unfiltered overview of all recorded single shots
is illustrated in figure 4.15. The graphs shows the image brightness dependency on the FEL
power density experienced by the cluster as described below.
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Figure 4.15: The correlation between the forward scattering (θ < 5◦) and the background signal
(θ > 5◦) for FEL pulses arrival times up to 5 ps (left) and up to 500 fs (right) is shown. The FEL
exposure power density of the clusters is reflected by the strong background signal, while the X-ray
forward scattering yield almost disappears after 500 fs.

In general, the most intense part of the cluster image is gathered in small scattering angles
θ. In the present experiment, the highest elastic scattering yield is concentrated in scattering
angles θ < 5◦. Thus, the intensity of the recorded image is well classified by the sum of the
forward scattered photons in angles θ < 5◦. If the cluster is excited exclusively by the FEL,
the brightness of the small angle scattering is proportional to the experienced FEL power
density. However, the forward scattering signal almost disappears when the FEL arrives
picoseconds after the IR laser excitation.

In contrast, the low X-ray photon energy background is observed in all snapshots in figure
4.14. It is distributed isotropically and thus, is dominating the higher scattering angles
θ > 5◦. The yield of the background signal can be calculated as the sum of photons with
energy < 1500 eV scattered in θ > 5◦. It is shown in the previous section in figure 4.11, that
the isotropic background rises in cluster images with the experienced FEL power density. This
behavior might be explained with the increase of the overall ionization of the nanoplasma and
thus, increased radiant recombination rates. Thus, in figure 4.15, the yield of the isotropic
background signal can be regarded as an approximate indicator for the FEL photon flux.

In figure 4.15, the photon yield of the isotropic X-ray background signal is plotted versus
the sum of the forward scattering.If the cluster is excited only by the FEL pulse or by the
FEL and the IR laser pulses simultaneously, the background yield increases with the forward
scattering signal and thus, with the FEL exposure intensity. When the FEL arrives 1-5 ps
after the IR laser excitation (as shown in the left graph), the background yield suggests similar
experienced FEL power densities, but the yield of the forward scattered photons remain on
a constantly low level. The first hints of the decrease of the elastic scattering signal can be
found on the time scale around 250− 500 fs as shown in the right graph of figure 4.15.

In order to follow the early development of the IR laser induced effects, the brightest X-ray
diffraction shots are shown for different FEL time delays up to 500 fs in figure 4.16. The
images are chosen according to a similar cluster size and a comparable FEL exposure power
density. The pnCCD image is shown on the right side. The corresponding radial plots,
presented on the left side, witness the time dependent fading of the X-ray diffraction image.
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Figure 4.16: Right: the scattering images of clusters imaged up to 500 fs after the IR excitation.
Left: Corresponding radial plots of the pnCCD images corrected for the residual stray light and the
low energy photons. The ring structure in the scattering pattern disappears with the advance of the
FEL delay. The difference between the both images recorded by the 500 fs delayed FEL pulse can
be probable explained by the timing precision ±280 fs between the pump and probe laser pulses.

The radial plots are corrected for the isotropic background and stray light from the exper-
imental setup as described in A. In the upper graph, the radial plot of a cluster excited
simultaneously by an FEL and an IR laser pulse is presented. The diffraction image projec-
tion consists of a ring structure separated by sharp minima. The X-ray scattering pattern
exceeds the noise level at least up to scattering angles θ < 8.5◦. Already 250-300 fs after the
IR laser arrival time, the ring structure in scattering regions θ > 5.7◦ disappears and the ring
height in the interval 5.7 > θ > 3.5 is slightly decreased. The trend of the pattern structure
fading is continued towards smaller angles with the increasing FEL laser time delay. In the
lowest cluster image, recorded around 500 fs after the IR pulse, the rings structure with
sharp minima is replaced by a single blurred peak.

The difference between the images recorded by the 500 fs delayed FEL pulse can be explained
by the timing precision between the pump and probe pulse ±280 fs.

In summary, the major findings can be outlined as follows

• The damage of large Xe clusters with rcl ≈ 20 nm by the intense IR laser pulse influences
the X-ray diffraction images produced by a delayed FEL pulse on a time scale beginning
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Figure 4.17: The model for a non-uniform expansion of the IR laser pulse excited cluster is shown.
The intact cluster is represented by the dark blue curve in the front with a uniform density distribution
and a sharp boundary. The IR laser deposits energy into the nanoparticle and initiates a hydrodynamic
expansion. First, the outer shells of the cluster start to move. Thus, the outer boundary of the density
distribution is ”melted”. The inner shell ions form an intact core with a constant density. Later, this
core is further reduced until the entire cluster density distribution becomes non-uniform.

from several hundred femtoseconds.

• The coherent X-ray scattering signal decay starts in higher scattering angles θ ≈ 6− 8◦

on a time scale of 250-300 fs after the IR laser exposure. This trend is continued
towards smaller scattering angles until the rings structure is replaced by a blurred
forward scattering peak ≈ 500 fs after the IR excitement.

• The coherent scattering signal is completely suppressed in scattering angles θ > 1.5◦

when the imaging FEL arrives after 1.5 ps.

In the following, the time dependent modifications of the X-ray diffraction images from the
IR laser pulse exited clusters are interpreted as signatures of structural damage.

Interpretation and discussion

Experimental results from previous studies on large Xe clusters excited with intense and
short optical laser pulses indicate significant expansion of the nano-particles on sub-ps time
scales [33],[130]. Thus, the observed time-dependent decrease of the X-ray diffraction image
intensity from the IR laser pre-ionized clusters is correlated to the onset of the explosion of
the nano-sample.

Large clusters consisting of Natom ≈ 105 − 106 Xe atoms and excited by the intense IR laser
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pulse undergo a hydrodynamic expansion described in section 2.2.4. The early stages of
the explosion are discussed in several theoretical and experimental studies such as [85], [11],
[130], [85], [71]. Mostly, they suggest a non-uniform expansion. In this scenario, the radial
distribution of the particle density becomes inhomogeneous, once the first outer shell ions
start to move. In this early phase, the inner ions located closer to the cluster core expand
much slower than the ions nearby the cluster surface [90]. In this case, the onset of the
expansion occurs through a ”peeling off” of the outermost shells [11].

In the present work, the model for the radial non-uniform cluster disintegration is based
on a theoretical study of the expansion of a finite plasma into vacuum [82]. In figure 4.17,
the proposed temporal evolution of the IR laser excited nanosample is plotted as a one-
dimensional projection of the particle density ρe(r) versus the radial position. First, the
uniform density of the intact cluster with radius rcl = 25 nm is presented (dark blue curve).
The sharp boundary between the vacuum and the cluster is replaced by a gaussian-like the
density distribution (first curve behind the intact cluster). The resulting density distribution
consists of an intact core with the original cluster density ρ0 and a smooth transition region
to the surrounding vacuum. The electron density ρde(r) is described outside the intact core
boundary located at the radial position r = d as:

ρde(r) = ρ0 · e
d2−r2

2(ad·d)2 (4.1)

with ad being a normalization factor ensuring a constant cluster atom number N for all
disintegration stages and thus, is depending on the initial cluster size. The value of ad can
be determined from N =

∞
0 4πr2ρde(r)dr.

The atom number of the inner undisturbed part decreases with the advance of time. Such a
melting process of the initial sphere-like cluster shape will highly affect the small angle X-ray
scattering signal depending on the exterior form and the dimensions of the nano-particle.

The response in the X-ray diffraction images to structural damage of the nano-sample has
been discussed in several studies, such as [88],[29],[63]. In most studies and in the present
work, the nano-particle explosion scenario is spherically symmetric. X-ray scattering pattern
of centro-symmetrical electron density distributions are well described by the Guinier small
angle approximation (discussed in detail in 2.3.2).

In general, the X-ray diffraction image of a sample is related to the Fourier transformation
of its electron density distribution. Assuming a three dimensionally isotropic expansion of
the dielectric sphere-like cluster, the radial plot of the diffraction image intensity Isc can be
modeled as follows (discussed in detail in 2.3.2).

Isc(q) = Ie(q)

 ∞

0
ρe(r)

sin(qr)

qr
4πr2dr

2

(4.2)

and

q =
4π sin (θ/2)

λLaser
(4.3)
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Despfitetheseapproxfimatfions,therfingwfidth,thereflatfiverfinghefightandtheoveraflfltrend,
predfictedbythetheoryfisweflflconfformedbythedfiffractfionfimagepflots.Thus,theGufinfier
approxfimatfionfisappflfiedfintheffurtherreconstructfionsofftheobservedcflusterexpansfion
stages. However,possfibflenanopflasmafformatfioneffectsonthefimageatflatertfimesscafles
cannotberufledoutcompfletefly.

Infigure4.19,sfingflecflusterpatternrecorded250ffsand500ffsafftertheIRexcfitatfion(aflso
presentedfinfigure4.16)areshown(purpfledots). Theexperfimentafldatafisfittedusfing
theGufinfierapproxfimatfionffortwodfifferentscenarfios.Inthefirstcase,anfintactcflusterfis
assumed.Inthesecondcase,anon-unfifformexpandednano-partficflewfithanfintactcoreand
abflurredgaussfian-flfikedensfitydfistrfibutfionbetweenthecoreandthevacuumfissuggested.
Thefinhomogeneousdensfitydfistrfibutfions,shownonthebottomofffigure4.19,arecaflcuflated
usfingtheequatfion4.1.Theradfiaflpflotsarededucedffromtheequatfion4.2andequatfion4.1.
Thefitsareorfientedontheposfitfionoffthefirstmfinfimum,therfingwfidthandthehefightoff
thefirstfforwardscatterfingpeak.Thevarfiatfionparameteraretheradfiusoffthefintactcored,
thenormaflfizatfionffactoraddependfingonthefinfitfiaflcflusterradfiusrcflandthereflatfiveFEL
powerdensfity.
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Figure 4.19: The radial plots show single cluster snap shots (dots) recorded at around 250 fs (left)
and 500 fs (right) after the infrared laser pulse excitation. The initial images are presented in figure
4.16. The dotted plot (oriented on the first minimum and the ring width) is assuming an undisturbed
cluster shape with rcl = 19.8 nm (left) and rcl = 16.5 nm (right). The deviation from this scenario
becomes significant at θ > 0.05 (left) and θ > 0.04 right. A more reasonable explanation is scattering
on a sphere with blurred edges. The one dimensional projection of the modeled electron density is
shown on the bottom. The expanding cluster edges are approximated by a Gaussian like shape, while
the cluster core is still intact. The corresponding Guinier scattering plot delivers a good prediction in
both cases for signal above the statistical noise level.

In the shot captured 250 fs after the IR laser pulse (upper left graph in figure 4.19), the
simulated pattern of the intact cluster (dashed line) clearly deviates from the experimentally
obtained ring structure. The discrepancy increases with the scattering angle. In contrast,
the non-uniform density distribution with an intact core of d = 16.4±0.2 nm is in agreement
with the first three observed rings (solid line). The forth ring is below the noise level. The
initial cluster size is estimated to rcl = 20.2 ± 0.4 nm. The precision of the fit is mainly
limited by the minima position determination.

A similar behavior is observed in the radial plot of a cluster image taken 500 fs after the
IR laser pulse. The intact cluster scenario (dashed line) clearly overestimates the ring height
indicated by the purple points. The X-ray scattering simulation using an inhomogeneous
density distribution (solid line) is consistent with the experimental data. The intact core is
determined to d = 12.5± 0.2 nm and the predicted initial cluster size is rcl = 17.0± 0.3 nm.
It should be pointed out, that the presented model is able to reconstruct the size of the intact
nanosample if the initial particle shape is sphere-like.

The ”damage degree” of the clusters increases with the advance of time as expected for a
continues expansion. Around 53 % of N clusters atoms are still resting around 250 fs after
the IR laser excitation. After 500 fs, only 40% of N form the intact core inside the cluster .

The above described non-uniform disintegration model can be extended to later expansion
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Figure 4.20: Radial plots of cluster snapshots taken 500 fs after the IR excitation (right graphs)
similar to the bottom image in 4.16 are presented. Due to missing ring width information, the cluster
shape is not uniquely defined. Estimation can be made from step-like edge softening process of
the smallest and the largest cluster size observed in the experiment. The applied electron density
distributions are shown in the inlets inside the corresponding Guinier simulation.

stages and explain the suppression of the X-ray scattering pattern in small scattering angles.

First, the appearance of the blurred forward peaks observed in the most intense shots 500
fs after the IR excitation is reconstructed. On the right side of the figure 4.20 two radial
plots of the few bright single cluster snapshots are presented. In both pattern, only a diffuse
forward scattering peak provides the structure information of the present cluster expansion
stage. Thus, the fit parameters for the cluster shape determination are not uniquely defined.

However, the non-uniform expansion model can estimate the minimum expansion state ex-
plaining the observed pattern. The limits can be set by applying a stepwise expansion simu-
lation on both extremes of the cluster size distribution.

The left upper graph shows Guinier plots for the largest clusters with rcl = 30 nm assuming
a stepwise melting of the cluster density as presented in the inlet graph. The blue curve
represents the expected diffraction image from the intact cluster. The yellow curve represents
an expanded cluster with the intact core d = 25 nm. The signal decay in the yellow curve
results in a complete suppression of the higher order rings. The second ring is deceased by
almost two orders of magnitude and would not appear above the noise level in the experiment.
Thus, this expansion stage would explain the shots presented on the right side. If the cluster
is further expanded with d < 22 nm, the resulting forward scattering signal is concentrated
below the smallest angle covered by the pnCCD. According to these considerations, complete
suppression of the rings structure observed on the ps time scale is expected while parts of
the large cluster structure are still intact.

The left lower graph shows Guinier plots for the smallest observed cluster rcl = 15 nm,
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which also undergoes a stepwise melting process. The blue curve represents the scattering
pattern produced by the intact cluster. The yellow line shows an expanded cluster with d = 7
nm, which could agree with the experimental data shown on the right side. However, the
diffuse forward scattering peak in the small scattering angles can be expected even when the
core is completely melt and the entire density distribution is transformed into a Gaussian-
like distribution. Thus, further expansion is needed to explain coherent scattering signal
suppression on the ps time scale.

The overall trend indicates that the scattering signal from the expanded cluster concentrates
in small scattering angles. Thus, imaging of the expansion process on the ps time scale
requires optimal coverage near θ ≈ 0. However it should be stressed, that the small scattering
angle coverage is strongly limited by the divergence of the infrared laser, which is required
for high IR laser power densities. This limitation can be hardly eliminated in a collinear
pump-probe setup.

It should be further noted, that the presented model neglects the effects of the nanoplasma
formation on X-ray scatting images. In principle, transient nanoplasma state effects can
have a significant impact on the FEL produced cluster image. In FLASH experiments in the
XUV region [18] it was demonstrated, that transient nanoplasma states can modify in the
scattering pattern. In the present experiment, the imaginary part of the refractive index for
solid Xe is ≈ 10−4 [65] leading to a skin depth length over ≈ 640 nm. Thus, the clusters
with the radius of 20− 30 nm can be treated as optically thin and absorption effects can be
neglected in an zero order approximation.

On the other hand, delocalized electrons could partially destroy the coherent scattering pat-
tern based on interference. The problem can be demonstrated by reducing the situation to
the scattering on two randomly moving electrons. In a simple picture, the X-ray photon
can be seen as an incident plane wave. This wave is deflected by two electrons and thus,
the outgoing wave is the sum of two scattered spherical waves (see equation 2.18 and the
following discussion). In principle, the wavelength of the incident plane wave is randomly
shifted by the moving electrons due to the Doppler effect. The relative phase of the outgoing
waves becomes time dependent and thus, constructive interference is suppressed in the far
field.

However, a multi-particle simulation performed by Thomas Fennel et al. [44] indicates,
that the Doppler and the Compton effect have little impact on the scattering imaging of an
expanding spherical nanoplasma. The trapped electrons move inside a spherically symmetric
system with a conserved overall momentum. Thus, the Doppler effect induces only a beat
modulation in the outcoming photon wave packet without modifications of the coherence
properties. The same argumentation is valid for the Doppler effect from the expanding ions
and thus the bound electrons [44].

Moreover, the contribution from the nanoplasma formation effects discussed above and in
the literature [111], [72] such as hollow atoms, phase difference between bound and unbound
electrons and s.o., would probably have the strongest appearance in the early stages of the
extremely dense and hot nanoplasma. However, no significant effects on the scattering pattern
are registered from clusters simultaneously excited by the IR laser and imaged by the FEL
pulse within the present experimental timing precision ±280 fs.

In summary, the nano-cluster damage initiated by an intense IR laser pulse was imaged
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through coherent X-ray scattering by a delayed FEL pulse. The primary excitation of the
nano-sample results in the disintegration of the particle. It was found out, that the onset of
the cluster expansion occurs on a sub-ps time scale. The scattering pattern from clusters in
the early stage of the explosion show a decrease of the ring structure signal with the advance
of time. A significant suppression of the coherent X-ray scattering signal is observed 1.5 ps
after the arrival time of the pump laser pulse. These modifications in the cluster images were
correlated to the structural damage of the sample . The evolution of the cluster explosion
was simulated using a non-uniform expansion scenario. The model assumes, that the outer
shells are set in motion before the cluster core. Thus, the initially constant cluster density is
transformed into an inhomogeneous density distribution. With this model, the damage degree
and the original cluster size were successfully reconstructed from selected single cluster shots.
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4.2.5 Resonant probing of single FEL pulses excited single Xe clusters

Figure 4.21: The experiment principle: an intense FEL pulse images a single Xe cluster on the
pnCCD. The imaging process induces complex ionization dynamics and leads to the nanoplasma
formation with a subsequent sample disintegration. A fs to ps delayed infrared laser pulse probes the
sample damage evolution through plasma density dependent absorption. Eventual enhanced energy
absorption from the cluster can be confirmed by the ions collected by the time-of-flight detector and
by the fluorescence yield on the pnCCD.

The previous experiment gives new insights into the explosion dynamics of a mesoscopic
nanoparticle initiated by an ultra intense infrared laser pulse. Additionally, the influence
of the sample disintegration on the coherent X-ray scattering pattern is studied in detail.
In contrast, the experiment presented in this section is focused on the nano-sample damage
caused by the imaging FEL pulse itself.

In principle, the interaction with the FEL pulse induces the destruction of the sample’s ionic
structure on a time scale depending on the particle size and the intensity of the excitation.
But already on the time scale of the FEL pulse, the nanoplasma formation is accompanied
by the delocalization of previously bound electrons (quasifree electrons) and as such by the
electron structure damage of the sample. It was demonstrated in previous soft X-ray FEL
imaging experiments on atomic clusters at the Free-Electron-Laser in Hamburg (FLASH),
that electronic structure changes are imprinted on the resulting scattering signal. The im-
ages contain information about transient states of matter in the ultrafast time scale of the
femtosecond length pulses [18]. Thus, the image resolution and quality may be affected by
the damage introduced by the imaging process itself. The time scales of the nanoplasma
formation and the ionic disintegration excited by the FEL pulse are experimentally almost
unexplored. In the present experiment, the expansion of the particle after the FEL imaging
process is probed with an intense infrared IR pulse.

The experiment principle is outlined in figure 4.21. Single Xe clusters are always exited by
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two laser pulses separated by a temporal delay. In contrast to the experiments described in
section 4.2.4, the FEL pulse arrives before the infrared laser pulse. The temporal delay of
the IR laser is scanned from 300 fs to 3 ps in order to probe different stages of the time
dependent particle damage.

The imaging FEL creates a X-ray scattering pattern of the single Xe cluster and initiates
complex ionization processes resulting in nanoplasma formation. The subsequent particle
disintegration is excited by the delayed intense infrared pulse with power densities up to 1015

W/cm2. The energy absorption from the IR pulse strongly depends on the density of the
pre-pulse produced nanoplasma as demonstrated in [130],[35],[127]. Thus, monitoring of the
products from the FEL destroyed particle - IR laser interaction sheds light on the damage
stage of the sample. In the present experiment, the resulting ions are simultaneously recorded
by the ion spectrometer and the radiation from the excited nanoplasma is collected by the
pnCCD.

The following section is separated into three parts. First, selected data from single clusters
hit by a single FEL and a delayed IR laser pulses is presented. Second, the observed trends
are confirmed by the unfiltered data. Third, the results are discussed using the enhanced
energy absorption through the Mie plasmon. The expansion times of clusters irradiated with
intense FEL pulses are estimated.

Selected single cluster shots

A brief overview of selected single Xe clusters imaged with a single FEL pulse and probed
with a 300 fs, 1 ps and 3 ps delayed single IR pulse is presented in figure 4.22. Each shot
contains simultaneously recorded ion spectra and the photon signal on the pnCCD. The sum
of the elastically scattered photons I is scaled to the most intense shot produced by a single
FEL pulse (shot a) in figure 4.22, with Ia=1). The events are selected following a similar
cluster size around r = 20 ±3 nm.

The data from IR laser probed clusters is compared to shots generated without the presence
of the IR (shots a-e)). The coincident pnCCD image and ion spectra of selected single shots
from individual clusters are arranged according to following parameters.

The rows compare shots with a similar I and thus the FEL exposure power density spanning
over two orders of magnitude. The FEL dosage increases from bottom to the top. The
columns demonstrate different excitation scenarios. The left outer column shows clusters
exposed only to a single FEL pulse. The other colums represent shots gained from a pump-
probe arrangement. The infrared laser arrival times (300 fs, 1 ps and 3 ps) rise from left to
right. The general observed tendencies are summarized below:

• FEL power dependency of the ion spectra: In shots with clusters excited by the
FEL ( shots a-e)), the point of gravity of the ion charge state distribution shifts towards
lower charge states with decreasing FEL exposure power density.

If the IR laser is delayed by 300 fs, the ion spectra produced by low FEL exposure
power densities (shots 0.3c-e) become similar. This effect is also present when the FEL
and the IR laser hit the cluster simultaneously as shown in figure 4.12. The intense
IR increases the overall ionization of the cluster when the FEL excitement results in
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lower charge states than accessible with the IR laser pulse. Due to the large IR focal
spot, the cluster significantly hit by the FEL pulse experience always a similar IR laser
power density close to the IR laser focus center. Thus, ion charge state distributions
comparable to shots 0.3c-e are observed in IR laser irradiated clusters at the highest
IR laser exposure power density (figure 4.10).

The trend of FEL exposure dependency of the cluster ion distribution is further broken
when the IR laser is delayed by one ps (shots 1a-e). The point of gravity of the charge
state distribution is almost independent of the FEL exposure power. Additionally, the
observed ion energies exceed the ones detected from clusters located close to the IR
laser or FEL focus center (shot a).

For the 3 ps delayed IR laser, higher Xe ion energies compared to corresponding shots
from the exclusive FEL excitation are observed for the lowest FEL exposure power den-
sities (3d,3e). These charge state distributions also deviate from the IR laser irradiated
clusters at the highest IR laser exposure density.

• FEL power dependency of the yield of the isotropic X-ray radiation back-
ground: The non-elastic X-ray radiation yield from the clusters declines in parallel
with the FEL exposure power density in shots a)- e). The deviation from this trend
is detected if the IR laser is delayed by one ps . The number of the isotropically dis-
tributed low energy X-ray photons in shots 1d-e is increased compared to the shot 1c
recorded at a higher FEL exposure power density.

In most cases, the increased Xe charge states discussed above are not observed when clusters
are excited only or simultaneously by the pump and the probe laser pulses. Thus, shift
towards higher ion energies can be associated with efficient energy absorption from the delayed
IR laser pulse. The hits with a clear signature of enhanced absorption from the probe laser
are pointed out in the figure 4.22.

The highest Xe ion charge states are detected when the IR laser is delayed by one ps. The
weak relation to the FEL exposure power density is surprising compared to the dramatic
ion charge state dependency on the experienced photon flux first observed in [53] and well
confirmed in the present experiment (left column in figure 4.22). It is remarkable, that the ion
charge state distributions of the most intense shot 1a) and the shot 1d) with only 0.06 relative
FEL exposure power density seem almost indistinguishable. The enhanced ion energies in
1d are correlated to an increase of fluorescence related isotropic background yield. It should
be stressed that the pnCCDs are almost blind for photons below ≈ 700 eV due to the filter
transmission shown in figure 3.13. The transmitted high energy photons witness a highly
excited plasma radiating in X-ray region. Thus, the increase of the detected isotropic X-ray
radiation supports the observed shift to higher energies in the ion spectra.

Most ion spectra presented in figure 4.22 contain Xe+ and Xe2+ peaks. In a previous study
it was found out, that randomly appearing low charge states origin from a second cluster hit
in the foci wings [54]. Thus, these ions are neglected in further considerations. To shed more
light on the observed behavior, the single shot ion spectra from figure 4.22 are summarized
with a focus on the high energy ions in figure 4.23. The relative FEL exposure power density
declines from left to right. The ion spectra for each relative FEL exposure power density are
sorted according to the rising temporal delay of the probing infrared laser pulse from bottom
to the top. The ion charge state distribution shifts are followed by a dashed red line, which
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Figure 4.23: The summary of the ion spectra from the clusters imaged by a FEL and probed by
an IR laser pulse, which are also presented in figure 4.22. The shots are sorted according to the FEL
exposure power densities witnessed by the scattering pattern. The corresponding images of clusters
probed by the IR laser 3 ps after the FEL arrival are shown below.

is oriented on the closest maxima to the photon peak.

In the most intense cluster hits (first and second graph column from the left in figure 4.23),
the efficient coupling to the 800 nm laser pulse is indicated already 300 fs after the imag-
ing of the cluster by the FEL pulse. The enhanced absorption is witnessed by ions with
time-of-flights around 2100-2200 µs not detected in single FEL pulses excited clusters under
similar conditions. In contrast, the influence of the IR laser 3 ps after the imaging process is
negligible. The ion charge state distribution is similar to the FEL excited ion spectra.

This behavior indicating a resonance situation around one ps delay is dramatic for lower
FEL power densities (third, forth and fifth column from the left in figure 4.23). However, a
certain coupling to the infrared laser is still observed after 3 ps in shots with the least intense
coincident cluster images (relative power densities 0.04-0.06).

It should be pointed out that the shifts towards the highest Xe charges cannot be interpreted
quantitatively due to the limited resolution for ions with small time-of-flights as discussed in
subsection 3.4.2. Moreover, the unknown initial kinetic energy distribution of the cluster ions
complicates the assignment of the time-of-flights to explicit Xe charge states. The recorded
spectra are also affected by the transmission function of the entrance slit placed on the
attractor electrode. However, in case of charges above approx. Xe10+, it can be assumed
that only resting and initially parallel to the detector axes flying ions are selected by the
entering slit before the free-flight tube (described in detail in section 3.4.2). Thus, a shift
towards lower time-of-flights can be regarded as an overall increase in the ion energy, which
includes the ion charge state and the initial kinetic energy of the ions.
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It should be mentioned that ion time-of-flights in shots recorded with the 300 fs delayed IR
laser are slightly shifted towards the photon peak. The voltages applied on the first electrode
before the field free tube in the TOF detector were modified due to space charge effects.
The maximal resulting shift in the ion times-of-flight for Xe charges higher than 8+ can be
estimated from the H2O

+ peak in figure 4.23 to ≈ 150 ns. The additional modification of
the TOF detector transmission function might slightly overestimate the charge state shift
towards higher ion energies.

The major findings from selected shots shown in figure 4.23 can be summarized as follows:

1. Single Xe cluster imaged by a single FEL pulse are turned into a highly excited
nanoplasma state which is probed by an intense ultrashort IR laser pulse. For clusters
with r ≈ 20 nm, the delayed infrared pulse can induce extremely high charge states ex-
ceeding the ion spectrum produced by the separate and simultaneous excitation through
the pump and the probe lasers under similar conditions.

2. The effective energy absorption from the one ps delayed probing laser is observed in
clusters imaged by the FEL power densities spanning over two orders of magnitude.
First hints for this effect are detected in clusters hit close to the FEL focus center and
probed by the 300 fs delayed iR laser pulse.

3. The coupling to the late IR laser pulse partially disappears if the probing pulse is
arriving 3 ps after the imaging process. The energy absorption from the 3 ps late IR
laser by the FEL pre-excited cluster depends on the experienced FEL photon flux.

Tendencies in averaged unfiltered data

In figure 4.24 the average detected clusters ion time-of-flights are plotted versus the coinci-
dently recorded forward scattered X-ray photon yield, which is related to the FEL exposure
power density. The forward scattering yield is defined through the sum of the elastic scat-
tered photons with the scattering angles θ < 5◦. Assuming that the most intense cluster
images are produced in the FEL focus center close to the maximum exposure power density
of ≈ 1017 W/cm2, the forward scattering yield is assigned to FEL power density ranges shown
on the top axis. The attribution serves only as orientation as the forward scattering yield
also depends on the cluster size.

The average ion time-of-flights are calculated as follows. First, points-of-gravity of the ion
charge state distribution are determined for all shots. Low Xe charge states up to Xe4+ are
excluded in order to concentrate on the high energy ions. The shots are sorted and averaged
according to the corresponding forward scattering yield. The mean ion energy and the mean
charge state increase with decreasing ion time-of-flights.

If the clusters are excited simultaneously by the FEL and the IR laser pulse (black curve), the
mean ion energy increases monotonously with the FEL exposure power density as observed
in [53]. In contrast, the ion energy is higher for the entire presented forward scattering range
when the IR laser is delayed by one ps (red curve). The increase of the ion energy witnesses
the enhanced energy absorption from the IR laser field. The most explicit deviation from the
black curve can be found in the intermediate FEL exposure power density region. However,
it should be noted, that significant ion charge state increase of the highest Xe charge states
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resufltfinasmaflfltfime-off-flfightshfifft.Thus,onecanassume,thatthecoupflfingtotheoneps
deflayIRflaserfiseficfientfforaflflFELphotonfluxespresentedfinfigure4.24. Thfisfindfing
supportsasfimfiflartendencyobservedfintheseflectedsfingfleshotdata.

Incontrast,thefionchargestatedfistrfibutfionffromthecflustersfimagedbythehfighestFEL
photonfluxesarefinsensfitfivetothe3psflateIRflaserpuflse(bfluecurve).Thus,thebflackand
thebfluecurveaflmostoverflapfinthefforwardscatterfingrange4·105−107.However,cflusters
hfitontheFELffocusedgescanstfiflflabsorbenergyffromtheIRflaserfiefldasconfirmedby
thefincreasedmeanfionenergycomparedtothebflackcurve.Thfistrendfisaflsoobservedfin
thesfingfleshotdatapresentedfin4.23.

Intheffoflflowfingdfiscussfion,theenergyabsorptfioneficfiencyffromtheprobfingIRflaserfiefldfis
correflatedtothecflusterexpansfiontfimes,whfichdependontheFELradfiatfiondose.

Interpretatfion

Extremeflyhfighchargestatesaffterthestfimuflatfionwfithtwosubsequentfintenseoptficaflflaser
puflseshasbeenreportedfinprevfiousexperfimentsonraregasnanocflusterssuchas[130],
[127],[35].Theresufltfingfionfizatfiondegreedependsontheenergyabsorptfionffromthedeflayed
puflse.Theeficfientenergytransfferffromtheflaserpuflsehasbeenexpflafinedbytheresonant
excfitatfionofftheMfiesurffacepflasmonasdescrfibedbeflow.
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Mie plasmon The pre-ionized cluster can be seen as a small dielectric sphere. Thus, one
can apply the Mie theory [84], which predicts a Mie surface plasmon frequency ωMie around

ωMie =


ρEle

3ϵ0me
(4.4)

with ρEl being the electron density, e the electron charge, me the electron mass and ϵ0 the
vacuum dielectric constant.

The resonant absorption from the laser field is observed when the laser frequency ωLaser

approximates the Mie resonance ωMie of the nanoplasma. According to equation 4.4, the
infrared laser pulse with ωL ≈ 800 nm is resonant to an electron plasma density around
5 · 1021 cm−3, which is lower than the solid density of the intact Xe cluster and will be
eventually reached during the nanoplasma expansion process. The critical cluster radius
Rcrit corresponding to the plasma density resonant to the IR pulse can be estimated from
the equation 2.2 as follows [46].

Rcrit =


e2ZaveNλ2

Laser

16π3ϵ0mec2

 1
3

(4.5)

with λLaser being the laser wavelength, Zave the mean charge state, c the speed of light and
N the number of ions.

In the present experiment, the expansion process of single Xe nano-particles with r ≈ 20−30
nm is started by the FEL pulse with 1500 eV photon energy. The intense IR pulse probes
the expanded cluster. The resulting ion spectra can be used to detect the ionization degree of
the excited clusters and the coincident coherent X-ray diffraction images allow to determine
the FEL exposure photon fluxes (figure 4.22).

Using equations 4.4 and 4.5 in a pump-probe scheme experiment, the nanoplasma expansion
stage induced by the first laser pulse can be estimated from the response to the delayed
second laser pulse. The results observed in this work and described above suggest, that the
expanded cluster approaches the critical radius within one ps almost independent of FEL
exposure power density. This is surprising as the expansion velocity of the FEL excited
large clusters seems to rise with the FEL photon flux [53]. This behavior suppresses the
recombination processes in the clusters hit close to the FEL focus center and result in the
observed high Xe charge states. Thus, the following discussion is focused on the estimation
of the expansion time scales dependent on the FEL exposure power density.

Simulation of the cluster expansion The expansion mechanism and dynamics depend
on the energy deposited by the laser pulse inside the sample. In large Xe clusters, the X-ray
photons initiate complex ionization dynamics leading to extremely high charge states [54],[94].
The electrons released by the laser and trapped inside the deep positive cluster compound
(quasi-free electron) partially transfer their kinetic energy into the movement of the heavy
ions. Thus, the explosion process is dominated by a hydrodynamic expansion accompanied
with the adiabatic cooling of the electrons (described in detail in sections 2.2.4 and 2.2.2).

The hydrodynamic expansion of the clusters can be regarded as an adiabatic expansion of a
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Figure 4.25: Graph from Rudek et al. [94] demonstrating ion spectra from atomic Xe excited by
FEL pulses with the photon energy 1.5 keV and 2.0 keV . The highest Xe charge states are observed
at the lower photon energy due to the transient resonant absorption mechanisms.

finite nanoplasma into vacuum, which is a widely studied scenario with analytic self-similar
solutions in the quasi-neutral limit [87]. In the following, the cluster explosion is analytically
calculated from [87] assuming a radial collisionless expansion of a gaussian-like plasma density
distribution. The impacts from collisions, complex ionization and recombination processes
are neglected. According to these assumptions, the one dimensional cluster expansion can be
described as follows from [87]:

R(t) =

R2

0 + 2c2st
2 (4.6)

and

cs ≈


ZavekbTe

mi
(4.7)

where

R(t) the time t dependent characteristic length, R0 the characteristic length of the initial
cluster ionic density distribution, Zave the average ion charge state, mi ion mass and cs
plasma ion speed of sound.

According to the upper equations, the initial electron temperature Te and the initial mean
charge Zave are important variables determining the expansion time scales. In general, both
parameters result from highly complex processes depending on the exposure photon flux,
photon wavelength, cluster size and material, ionization and recombination dynamics. In the
following calculations, the assumed mean charge state Zave is based on experimental data
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FLYCHK simulation of the initial nanoplasma conditions

Figure 4.26: FLYCHK simulated initial condition of the FEL pulse formed Xe cluster nanoplasma
[30]. The mean charge state Zave is plotted versus the corresponding local equilibrium electron
temperature Te.

from Xe gas experiments and the corresponding electron temperature Te is estimated using
the FLYCHK code.

An estimation of the possible initial mean charge states Zave can be made from a study [94],
where atomic Xe gas was ionized by a similar FEL energy and focal spot as in the recent
cluster experiment (shown in 4.25). In the dilute atomic Xe gas, impact ionization and many
recombination processes expected in the nanoplasma, can be neglected. Thus, the detected
charge states allow insights into the early mean charge state of the highly complex, non-
equilibrium plasma formed during and briefly after the FEL excitation. Due to a transient
resonance-enhanced absorption mechanism extremely high Xe charge states up to Xe36+

could be reached by photon energies around 1500 eV .

The mean charge state of the atomic gas in figure 4.25 is much lower due to the significance
of the peaks Xe9+ to Xe4+. The observed Xe ion charge state distribution is produced by
an atomic ensemble homogeneously distributed inside the FEL focus volume. Thus, one can
assume that the dominant low charge states are produced most likely in the far-ranging focal
edges. For the cluster hit close to the focal center an initial mean charge state between Xe25+

to Xe35+ is a more reasonable assumption. The initial mean charge state in clusters, which
are hit by FEL power densities more than two orders of magnitude below the most intense
hits, can be associated with the first dominant peak Xe4+ in figure 4.25.

In further consideration the determination of the electron temperature Te inside the cluster
after the FEL excitation is discussed. The initally released Auger and photo-electrons origin
mostly from independent relaxation cascades and are not thermalized. Nevertheless, the high
electron-electron collision rate in the rapidly formed dense nanoplasma leads to thermalization
of the electron gas [76] and results in a certain Te.
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In a simple picture, the kinetic energy stored in the quasi-free electrons is directly guided into
the cluster expansion as described above. However, a significant part of the energy is ”lost”
to further ionization processes due to the high collision rate with weakly bound electrons
inside the cluster. This impact ionization is extremely efficient and decreases the electron
temperature Te on a sub-femtosecond time scale [44]. In order to estimate this energy loss
and thus, a more realistic Te, the ionization rates inside the nanoplasma has to be considered.

In the present work, the electron temperature inside the cluster is estimated using the plasma
code FLYCHK. In dense plasmas, the impact ionization processes are orders of magnitude
faster than the ionic expansion time scale. Thus, a quasi-equilibrium between the mean
ionization state of the nanoplasma and the electron temperature before a significant ionic
expansion may be assumed. The corresponding quasi equilibrium Te is estimated using the
FLYCHK plasma code [30] and described in section 4.1.4.

The simulation solves recombination and ionization rates for a local plasma equilibrium state.
The plasma code calculates a mean charge state Zave produced by a certain ion plasma
density and a certain electron temperature Te mainly through impact ionization. If the same
mean charge state is reached via photo-ionization with subsequent relaxation processes, the
corresponding calculated Te already contains the losses due to the impact ionization. In figure
4.26, electron temperatures corresponding to the different Zave are calculated. According to
the simulation, electron temperatures Te up to ≈ 450 eV for the most intense cluster hits
with Zave ≈ 35+ can be expected.

Using the upper considerations, an estimation of the cluster explosion time scales for different
initial Zave and thus a variation of FEL exposure power density is calculated in figure 4.27.
The calculation is performed for a cluster with rCl = 20 nm. The cluster expansion follows
the adiabatic expansion described above in equations 4.7 and 4.6. The Tcrit is defined as
the time, when the average time dependent radius of the expanding cluster equals the critical
radius Rcrit and the coupling to the IR laser is maximal. This characteristic expansion
time Tcrit is plotted versus the mean charge state Zave. The experimentally observed Mie
excitation regions (shown in figure 4.24) are plotted on the top. The clusters experiencing
FEL power densities 1015 − 1017 W/cm2 are hit near the FEL focus center. The clusters
exposed to 1014 − 1015 W/cm2 are imaged in the far ranging focus wings.

The model presented in 4.27 predicts that Tcrit ∝ Z−1
ave (the blue fit curve). Thus, the critical

Mie excitation times for the highly excited plasma scenarios are gathered in a small interval.
In contrast, the distance between critical times for moderate plasma with Zave < 10 increases.

The calculation predicts that highly excited nanoplasmas with initial Xe charge states Zave =
10−35 will couple to the IR laser field via Mie plasmon absorption within 1 ps. A high overall
ionization of the cluster after the FEL pulse can be expected if several X-ray photons per
Xe atom are absorbed. Each photo-ionization event is followed by a relaxation cascade and
charge states > Xe10+ become probable [94].

In a simple picture, one can assume a constant Xe photo-ionization cross section of 1 Mbarn
for the impinging 1500 eV photons. Sequential multi-photon absorption of each Xe atom
can be expected for FEL power densities > 1015 W/cm2. Thus, the observed Mie resonance
region for FEL power densities 1015 − 1017 W/cm2 within one ps is in good agreement with
the critical expansion time predicted for Zave > 10. For the highest Zave = 30 − 35, the
model suggests critical times below 500 fs. This finding might explain the enhanced ion
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Figure 4.27: Xe cluster evolution initiated through the imaging FEL pulse is calculated for different
FEL exposure power densities and thus a variation of initial mean charge states Zave and the cor-
responding electron temperatures Te (see figure 4.26). The cluster explosion evolution is estimated
through a hydrodynamic adiabatic plasma expansion of a gaussian-like density distribution [87]. The
time when the critical radius Rcrit is reached and thus, the maximum absorption from the IR laser
pulse is expected, is plotted versus the temporal delay after the exposure to the FEL. The blue curve
is a fit function Tcrit ∝ Z−1

ave.

energy accompanying the most intense clusters shots when the IR laser is delayed by 300 fs.
These clusters expand rapidly and the plasma density drops below the critical density before
3 ps. Thus, no significant coupling to the IR laser is observed at late delays.

Furthermore, moderate nanoplasmas with 4 < Zave < 10 become resonant between 1 and 3
ps to the late IR laser according to the calculation. The clusters hit at the FEL exposure
power density 3 ∗ 1014 − 1015 clearly respond to the IR laser field when the laser pulse is
delayed by 1-3 ps. In this photon flux region, less than one photon per Xe atom is absorbed.
Thus, average charge state Zave < 10 can be expected. The calculated critical times for
4 < Zave < 10 are in good agreement with the experiment.

The present model indicates substantial explosion of the cluster ≈ 0.5 ps after the imaging
FEL arrival. According to the theory, the radii of nanoparticles hit close to the FEL focus
center expand by more than a factor of three (!) already 300 fs after the imaging process.
This expansion scenario is overestimated as the critical radius is calculated for a homogeneous
expansion, which is probable is not the case as discussed below. However, the significant
movement of the outer cluster parts can be expected during the ≈ 70 fs-long illumination
by the FEL. This behavior is also suggested by the shifts to higher ion energies observed in
ion spectra from clusters exposed to the highest power FEL densities and probed by the 300
fs delayed IR laser (figure 4.23, Intensity 1-0.5). In the previous section it was observed,
that the early onset of the structural damage is clearly imprinted into the diffraction image.
Thus, the FEL laser pulse duration will be a critical parameter in imaging experiments on
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nanoscale samples as predicted by previous simulations [88].

However it should be noted, that in clusters with the same cluster size and excited by sim-
ilar FEL exposure power densities, the coupling to the IR laser is observed over several IR
laser delays. This behavior can be explained by Mie resonance broadening due to radial
density variations during the expansion. An inhomogeneous cluster density distribution and
its influence on the coupling to the IR is discussed in [130] and [85]. The critical plasma
density can be achieved earlier in outer parts of the exploding cluster leading to a ”partial”
resonance. The outer parts of the weakly excited clusters start to move before the inner ions.
Thus, the shells close to the cluster surface become resonant to the IR already 1 ps after
the FEL exposure. In contrast, the slow core expansion reaches the critical density several
ps later. Thus, Mie resonance effects are visible over a certain IR delay interval. A possible
non-uniform expansion scenario applied on intense IR laser excited Xe clusters is presented
in figure 4.17.

The resonant coupling to the one ps delayed IR laser pulse, which is observed in clusters pre-
excited by 3∗1014−1017 FEL power densities, is not in contradiction with the X-ray radiation
dose dependent cluster expansion velocity. First, the clusters hit by the highest FEL power
densities have the highest ionization degree and the highest electron temperature. Thus,
clusters injected into the FEL focus center have the highest Rcrit, which can be eventually
reached by the rapid expansion. The explosion of the less excited clusters is slower, but the
corresponding smaller critical radius can be achieved on a similar time scale as the most
ionized clusters. Second, the potential differences between the FEL power density dependent
critical times is ”washed out” due to the partial resonance described above.

It should be stressed that the present model is only an estimation of the time scales. It is ne-
glecting recombination and reionization dynamics during the expansion. Moreover, simplified
initial conditions of the nanoplasma and a idealized explosion scenario are used.

In summary, the present study can show, that single clusters imaged by the intense FEL
pulse are significantly damaged within 1 ps. The nanoplasma evolution can be partially
reconstructed following the energy absorption from a delayed IR laser pulse. The response
to the 1 ps late laser is observed as high energy ions for FEL exposure power density ranging
over several orders of magnitude. The energy absorption from the 3 ps late laser is only
observed in clusters excited at low FEL power densities at focal wings. This behavior can be
explained by different expansion velocities. Clusters hit close to the FEL focal center undergo
a rapid expansion and the resulting nanoplasma density at 3 ps after the FEL excitation drops
below the critical density. In contrast, the cluster hit in the FEL focus wings expand slower
and stay partially resonant to the IR pulse over a longer time period. A simple model of a
hydrodynamic expansion of the FEL excited cluster can verify the measured Mie resonance
time scales. The highest nanoplasma excitation degree is accompanied by the fastest explosion
and the largest critical radius. The rapid explosion the clusters hit close to the FEL focus
center indicates, that the FEL laser pulse duration can be a critical parameter for the X-ray
imaging of individual nanoscale samples with single FEL pulses.
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Chapter 5

Summary and outlook

5.1 Summary

In the present work, the ultrafast damage dynamics of single nanoscale samples induced by
a single intense laser pulse are explored. The experiments were performed in the CFEL-ASG
Multi-Purpose (CAMP) End Station at the atomic, molecular and optical (AMO) sciences
beamline of the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) X-ray free-electron laser. The experi-
ments are based on the two color pump-probe scheme with laser pulse lengths ≈ 100 fs. The
laser pulse configuration was realized through an FEL flash and an infrared laser (IR) pulse
with adjustable temporal delay up to 5 ps. Both lasers were focused on large Xe clusters with
105 − 106 atoms as gas-phase sample systems. With power densities up to 1017 W/cm2, the
each laser pulse initiate efficient ionization processes and transform the cluster into a highly
excited nanoplasma state. The products of this laser-nanoparticle interaction are recorded
by coincident X-ray scattering on a pnCCD and by an ion time-of-flight detector.

The present study is separated into two parts. The first part investigates the influence of the
nanosample damage on the X-ray diffraction image. Xe clusters are excited by an intense IR
laser pulse, which starts ionization and subsequent expansion dynamics of the nanoparticle.
These processes are imaged by the delayed FEL pulse. Significant cluster image modifications
were discovered already 250 fs after the IR laser arrival. These changes were identified as
imprints of the structural damage of the clusters. The scattering pattern of the expanded
clusters were successfully reconstructed using a non-uniform expansion model.

In the second part, the clusters were excited by an intense FEL flash and probed by the later
arriving IR laser pulse. The absorption from the delayed IR laser field strongly depends on the
density and thus on the expansion velocity of the nanoparticle. The maximum coupling occurs
when the Xe cluster is significantly expanded. If the IR laser frequency approximates the Mie
surface plasmon frequency of the ionized cluster, the recorded ion energy rises dramatically.
Thus, the explosion dynamics of the FEL exited cluster could be reconstructed from the
recorded ion spectra. The maximum response to the IR laser pulse was detected one ps
after the excitation by 1014 − 1015 W/cm2 FEL photon flux. Thus, it could be shown,
that substantial structural damage of nanosamples irradiated by a single FEL pulse can be
expected on a sub-ps time scale.
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5.2 Outlook

The findings from this work could be used to tune the optimal pulse parameters for imaging of
single complex molecules with single FEL pulses. In the present work, a significant expansion
of large Xe clusters excited by the FEL imaging pulse was observed on a sub-ps time scale.
This results can be used to adjust present nanosample damage simulation and to improve
predictions of FEL influence on more complex nanosamples.

The observed response of X-ray scattering pattern to structural damage can be used to cor-
rectly identify sample damage imprints inside the diffraction image. Furthermore, several
simulation of X-ray scattering on an expanding nanoplasma, which are currently under de-
velopment [47],[129], will benefit from the results of X-ray FEL scattering on single IR laser
excited clusters.

In general,the pump-probe studies on nanosamples with coincident X-ray imaging and ion
spectroscopy are a promising tool for further going studies concerning the improvement of
X-ray image quality, general nano-sample damage studies and the exploration of nanoplasma
under extreme conditions itself. In the present outlook only a few examples are outlined.

In the presented work, the ionization of the sample by the FEL pulse is regarded as a disturb-
ing factor, which can affect the image quality. This point of view can be shifted and directed
towards exploring the extreme conditions produced in matter by an intense laser pulse. The
dynamics of the dense and hot nanoplasma formed during the intense laser excitation might
be used in the future to simulate conditions in stars or giant planets.

The present setup can be further optimized for a variation of studies. It was shown, that
the coherently scattered photons of significantly damaged nanoparticles concentrate around
the scattering angle θ ≈ 0. In the present setup, the detection of small scattering angles is
mainly limited by the divergence of the optical laser. However, later expansion stages can be
interesting for the basic understanding of the expansion dynamics or for advanced studies on
extreme matter conditions in an expanding nanoplasma. The small scattering angle range
can be further increased through a higher incident FEL wavelength or a non-collinear setup.

Further insights into nanoplasma formation (the role of quasifree electrons and transient
ion form factors) can be achieved through an improved time resolution of the pump-probe
experiments. This insights could be gained through shorter FEL pulses down to 1 fs available
at LCLS. In the presented setup, short FEL pulse would have produced a much darker image,
as pulse length is alway accompanied with decrease of photon number inside the FEL pulse.
The updated AMO instrumentation [17] enables smaller FEL foci spot sizes below 1 µm and
can correct for the signal loss from the bunch length reduction. To achieve better timing
precision, the relative jitter between the FEL and IR laser pulse can be measured directly
at the experiment. At the LCLS AMO endstation, an x-ray optical cross-correlator system
has been successfully tested. The improved the time resolution lies currently below 50 fs
FWHM and potentially below 10 fs with shorter x-ray pulses [103].

The pump-probe scheme can be extended towards the FEL pump-FEL probe scheme. Thus,
the FEL induced damage dynamics inside the nanosample can be directly imaged by the
subsequent FEL pulse. This setup opens a broad field for studies of FEL pulse produced
processes inside the nanosample. Coincident ion and electron measurement can reveal details
about the role of the electron damage during the FEL pulse accelerated by the ultrafast
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inner-hole formation and Auger process. Furthermore, control over the nanoparticle damage
can be explored. In the present, a slowing down of the explosion by using He or water temper
layer surrounding the nanoparticle, is being discussed. This method can be tested with the
one color pump-probe setup, such as the optimal layer thickness and material.

Two X-ray FEL pulse separated by a femtosecond delay are now available at LCLS. They are
produced by the same electron bunch, which s sliced using a spoiler foil with a double slot.
The advantage of this method is the automatic overlap between the pump and the probe
pulse in the FEL focus and thus, in the nano-sample laser interaction region.
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Appendix A

Correction of radial plots

Figure A.1: First the pnCCD fluorescence photons are subtracted from the scattering image by a
photon energy filter (right). Afterwards the radial plot are corrected for the residual stray light from
the beam line. The stray light (shown in the left graph) is an average over about 10 shots taken by
the FEL without a cluster inside the focus. The stray light is decreasing with the scattering angle
except some reappearing reflexes between 0.13 and 0.14 rad scattering angle. The general stray light
angle dependence is fitted by a sum of an exponential and a polynomial function and subtracted from
each radial plot.

In this appendix, the correction of the radial plots of the X-ray scattering images presented
in section 4.2 is discussed.

The X-ray scattering images contain parasite photons overlapping the relevant coherent scat-
tering signal. It consists of an isotropic background with photons energies < 1500 eV and
stray light from the experimental setup. In order to enhance the resolution of the image, the
isotropic background photons in filtered in the post processing of the snapshots (Fig. A.1,
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left). The identification of these photons occurs through the energy resolved analysis of the
pnCCD signal.

Additionally, the stray light noise level as presented in Fig. A.1 right is subtracted from
each radial plot. This stray light is present in each shot and rises when the cluster is well
hit. Thus, an average stray light height dependent on the scattering angle is determined from
several shots and fitted by a polynomial curve. This curve is substracted from each individual
radial plot.

With these corrections, the rings structure in the cluster snapshot can be recognized up to
the highest scattering angles (A.1, right side).



Appendix B

Determination of the average
infrared laser power density

Figure B.1: The graph (from [24]) demonstrates results from a previous study made under similar
experimental conditions. It shows the partial probability of an Ar ion state depending on the IR
laser power density. The red arrow marks the average ratio of Ar2+/Ar1+ observed in the present
experiment.

The mean power density inside the IR laser focus is estimated from the measurement of the
charge states yields resulting from excitation of Ar atoms. The ratio between the area of Ar
double charged and Ar single charge peaks is compared to a previous study perfomed with
50 fs short IR laser pulses and a dilute Ar gas as a target [24]. In the present work, the Ar
gas was leaked into the interaction chamber via a leak valve. An Ar background pressure
of 2.6 · 10−6 mbar was chosen as a compromise between the optimal signal strength and the
prevention of an early Ar1+ peak saturation. The Ar ion ratio was obtained from the peak
area ratio averaged over 10 000 IR laser pulses. The average IR laser power density inside
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the IR laser focal is estimated to ≈ 2 · 1015 W/cm2
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